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ABSTRACT

Glass-Fibre Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) bars are currently used for special concrete

structures in areas sensitive to magnetic fields and severe environmental conditions which

accelerate corrosion of the steel reinforcements and, consequently, deterioration of the

structure. An extensive testing program is currently being sponsored by the Canadian

government to study the flexural behaviour of concrete slabs reinforced by

IS OROD-GFRP reinforcements produced in Canada.

This thesis presents the experimental program undertaken at the Structural

Engineering and Construction R&D Facility of the University of Manitoba to test a total

of eight one-way concrete slabs reinforced with glass-fibre, carbon-fibre and conventional

steel reinforcements. The slabs were tested under static loading conditions to determine

their flexural limit states, including the behaviour prior to cracking, cracking, ultimate

capacities and modes of failure. Based on this investigation, design recommendations and

guidelines are proposed.
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NOTATION

a : shear span.

Ae : cross-sectional area of FRP reinforcements.

A, : cross-sectional area of steel reinforcements.

bn : width of slabs (b).

d : depth to center of reinforcements, measured from the extreme compression

fibre of concrete ([mm] for Japanese equations, [mm] for the rest).

da : diameter of reinforcement.

Er : elastic modulus of FRP in tension.

E, : elastic modulus of steel in tension.

f'" : compressive strength of concrete cylinders.

g : acceleration due to gravity (9.810 */r').

M, : factored ultimate moment.

P", : cracking load.

ÁP : step wise drop in load after initiation of first crack.

P* : ultimate load.

scF : average crack spacing for FRP reinforced specimens.

,scr : average crack spacing for steel reinforced specimens.



xvl

',rtp : average first crack width for FRP reinforced specimens atload P",.

Hì:, : average first crack width for steel reinforced specimens atload P,,.

V" : concrete contribution of the shear capacity of a reinforced concrete

member.

n : factored ultimate shear load.

dt : factor to define rectangular stress block in compression zone

: 0 85-.0015f .>- 0.67.

P : factor to define rectangular stress block in compression zone.

: 0.97-.0025f .> 0.67.

þ, : material factor for the diameter effect on FRP bars.

þt : material factor for the general behaviour of a specific FRP bar type in

concrefe.

þo : shear factor for din JSCE Design Code (JSCE 1984).

þo : shear factor for p in JSCE Design Code (JSCE 1984).

P, : shear factor for axial applied loads in JSCE Design Code (JSCE 1984).

Adt : midspan deflection at ultimate load.

t"u : strain in concrete at ultimate compression stress (0.003).

EF, : ultimate tensile strain in FRP reinforcements.

ø" : concrete material factor (0.60).

K : shear factor for d in CEB-FIP Design Code (CEB-FIP 1978).

A : concrete type factor (1.0 for normal).
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p : reinforcement ratio (Ar or A / bd)

Pt : balanced reinforcement ratio.

pr^in : minimum reinforcement ratio for GFRP reinforced concrete members.

aFu : ultimate tensile strength of FRP.

oFexp : tensile stress achieved in FRP at a given stage.

rna : shear factor for concrete strengths in CEB-FIP Design Code (CEB-FIP

1978).



CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

1.0 GENERAL

Corrosion of steel reinforcements is drastically reducing the service life of

reinforced concrete structures. One-way reinforced concrete slabs, which are mainly used

in parking structures and bridge decks, are subjected to accelerated corrosion rates due to

the addition of deicing salts. Glass-fibre reinforced plastics (GFRP) aÍe suitable

reinforcements for these concrete structures, due to their high strength-to-weight ratio,

non-magnetic and non-cotrosive characteristics (Chaallal and Benmok¡ane 1993). This

study focused on the flexural behaviour of one-way concrete slabs reinforced by GFRP

bars, produced by Pultrall lnc., Thetford Mines, Québec, Canada'

Lack of information on the GFRP bar as flexural reinforcement prompted the

Canadian goveûiment to initiate alarge scale study on ISOROD-GFRP reinforcements in
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concrete structures. Various reinforcement ratios and slab thicknesses were studied to

evaluate the performance of the ISOROD-GFRP bar as longitudinal reinforcement for

concrete slabs.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this research test program was to investigate the flexural

behaviour of one-way concrete slabs reinforced by GFRP bars in terms of flexural cracks,

deflection, strains and mode of failure.

1.2 SCOPE

A total of eight slabs were fabricated and tested to failure in this experimental

program. Atl the test slabs were reinforced one-way concrete slabs with rectangular

cross-sections. All the slabs were tested to failure under the same static loading

conditions. The different longitudinal reinforcements included ISOROD-GFRP, Leadline-

Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) and steel reinforcements.

A brief review of the flexural behaviour of concrete slabs and beams reinforced by

FRP reinforcements is given in Chapter 2. Civil engineering applications and the material

characteristics used in this test program are also included in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 3 gives a detailed description on the experimental program, including the

design and fabrication of the test slabs, material property testing, test setup,

instrumentation and test procedure.

A summary of the experimental results is given in Chapter 4. This includes the

observed behaviour and measured data for all the tested slabs.

Discussion of the experimental results is give in Chapter 5, including the flexural

behaviour and the analytical models.

The final chapter, Chapter 6, includes the surnmary, conclusions and

recommendations based on the experimental program.



CHAPTER

2.0

LITERATURE REVIEW

GENERAL

Parking structures and bridge decks subjected to severe environmental conditions

could experience deterioration of the main structural concrete components due to

corrosion of steel, and consequently suffer reduced life time serviceability. Significant

fluctuation of the temperature and use of salt for deicing also accelerates the corrosion

process of the steel reinforcements. In Canada, it is estimated that the total cost to repair

parking structures is in the range of four to six billion dollars (Bédard 1992). The

estimated repair cost for existing highway bridges in U.S. is over 50 billion dollars, and

one to three trillion dollars for all concrete structures (Fickelhorn 1990). Excessive

corrosion problems also exist in Arabian Gulf countries (Maktouf et al l99l). The

exterior of reinforced concrete structures in these countries are subjected to an extremely

aggressive environment due to the high temperatures and humidities. Presence of
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shrinkage and flexural cracks allows intrusion of saltJaden condensation, contaminated

rain water, oxygen and carbon dioxide gases. This mixture of chemicals and moisture

eventually penetrates to the level of steel reinforcement and accelerates its corrosion rate.

Many techniques have been studied to delay the corrosion rates. These include cathodic

protection systems (Howell 1990) and use of galvanized or epoxy coated rebars (Yeomans

1gg4). Long term efüciency of these systems is still uncertain (Clarke 1993). Engineers

are currently exploring the use of fibre reinforced plastics (FRP) as a promising solution

for the corrosion problem. FRP are non-corrosive, magnetically neutral and have a high

strength-to-weight ratio. Although there is a tremendous diversity of the available Glass-

Fibre Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) bars, no general information, or clear specifìcations

specifically address their behaviour as reinforcements for concrete structures.

The remainder of this chapter will

Engineering and material properties of FRP,

concrete members reinforced with GFRP and

reinforced concrete members.

2.1 DEFINITION OF FRP

FRP are composites where a matrix resin and

form a certain product. The matrix resin is a type

together. The mechanical properties of the matrix

discuss definition, applications in Civil

and will review the flexural behavior of

the design considerations needed for FRP

fibrous materials are combined to

of polymer which binds the fibres

are the same as that of a typical
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polymer, hence the term "plastic" in FRP. The primary function of the matrix is to bind

and protect the fibres, which bear the strength of the composite. Thermosetting resins are

used to form the matrices, usually using epoxy resins or polyesters. Since the chemicals

added to the resins define their mechanical properties and processability, the possible

diversity of FRP is limitless. The notion of combining different materials to form superior

materials comes from studying materials in nature (Hull 1981). Naturally occurring

materials maximize their efficiency, with respect to strength, by aligning fibrous materials

in the direction of the applied loads. Due to their processability, mechanical properties

and cost, the most commonly used fibres in civil engineering applications are glass, carbon

and aramid (poly-paraphenylene terephthalamide).

2.2 CIVIL ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS FOR FRP

The fibres being used today have strengths which range between 3600 Mpa and

5600 MPa, allowing the development of composite reinforcements with strengths ranging

between 700 MPa and 3000 MPa. Along with this very high strength though, comes the

disadvantage of very small elongation prior to failure. Therefore, design codes and

procedures must take into account the brittle failures associated with FRP materials. Due

to the vast variety of FRP's available, applications in which FRPs are used are limited only

by the creativity of the engineers and designers. The resins and fibres can be manipulated

to suit certain designs in order to optimize their use. Of course, there are areas in which

conventional materials may still be the most efficient material choice. but FRPs create a
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new avenue for engineers to use to solve previously unsolved problems, or improve old

solutions.

The remainder of this section discusses some of the current civil engineering

applications using FRP reinforcements.

One of the most imposing problems facing civil engineers today, is the

rehabilitation of existing bridge structures. Many bridges currently in use in North

America were built near the end of World War II with materials and techniques that were

available at the time (CSCE 1991). Since then, the weights of trucks have increased by

40%o, and the increase which was not anticipated in the original designs of most bridges

(Jaeger 1989). Therefore, there are many aging structures which are carrying loads in

excess of their design limits, and are in desperate need of repair. In cold-climate countries,

like Canada, where the use of de-icing salts is necessary on roads, the life of current non-

FRP bridges is being drastically reduced due to salt corrosion. Combined with the high

volume of traffic and the high cost of reconstruction, bridges are unable to be shut down

totally and therefore, must be repaired quickly and efficiently. Currently, the existing

methods include the bonding of steel plates to the structure in order to increase their load

carrying capacity (Meier 19S8). Since the plates are made of corrosive material, within a

short time the structure will weaken once more. The steel plates are also very heavy and
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not easy to manipulate into the proper form and position for successful post-strengthening.

With the use of highly durable, non-corrosive FRP, life spans of existing bridges can be

extended. Thin FRP sheets (usually made of carbon fibre reinforced epoxy laminates 0.3

to 2 mm thick) can be bonded to the existing concrete or steel bridge with an epoxy resin

adhesive to enhance the strength of the beam member and/or reduce cracking in areas of

high stress (Meier 1991). Due to the light weight and high strength of FRP, handling and

installation are easy and quick. Through the use of a hydraulic platform and pressure

provided by a vacuum press during bonding, the manpower and the time needed to

complete the repair is drastically reduced. Although the CFRP sheets are approximately

50 times more expensive per kg, the mass of CFRP needed for a repair is only about one

twentieth of that for a steel repair, However, attention must be paid to the development

of shear cracks in the concrete and any depressed concrete surfaces which can lead to

premature peeling of the CFRP sheets. The light weight characteristic is also beneficial to

repairing older bridges that are carrying much higher loads then they were designed for,

and anv increase in dead load should be minimized.

2.2.2 Pedestrian Bridges and Walkwa]¡s

Because of their relatively high cost, currently the most widely used FRP bridge

structures are narrow, single-span walkways between buildings or across small rivers or

creeks (CSCE 1991). Since the FRP material is light weight (low dead weight) longer

spans can be designed and constructed in a short amount of time, thus, lowering their cost
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below that of a steel constructed walkway. The University of Pennsylvania, in association

with E.T. Techtonics, a firm based in Philadelphia, created a pedestrian bridge at a very

competitive cost (Johansen 1990). Low elastic modulus, creep and difficulty in post-

construction modifications are some of the known disadvantages of FRP that were

considered in this design. Bridges with spans of 7 to l0 m have been constructed with

GFRP tube beam trusses, prestressed with Kevlar 49 (aramid) cables. The prestressing of

the truss allowed for precambering, thus lower deflections, correction for creep effects and

FRP cable changes in diameter and lengths. Therefore, some of these disadvantages were

eliminated through engineering design.

2.2.3 Roadway Bridges

TECHNORA brand aramid fibre reinforced plastic (AFRP) rods were used by the

Sumitomo Construction Company, in association with the Sumitomo Oyama Research

facility, as prestressing tendons in two of their demonstration roadway bridges in the

spring of 1990 (Noritake 1991). The first bridge spaned I2.5 m and consisted of three

prestressed concrete box girders. Each girder consisted of 16 straight tendon bundles,

four in the top flange and 12 in the bottom flange, which in turn consisted of three

externally wound 6 mm diameter AFRP rods. Also, each of the.beams had 8 mm diameter

stimrps made of the same AFRP rods, and attached to the prestressing tendons with

plastic ties. No steel was used in any of the three girders. A pretensioning force of
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17T6.75 kl.[ was applied to the prestressing tendons, accounting for approximately 70%o of

their tensile strensth.

The second bridge spaned 25 m and was 3.59 m wide. It had a single box girder,

post-tensioned using ten AFRP internaltendons, five in each web, and six external tendons

in the bottom invert. The internal tendons, which were parabolically draped, were made

up of 19-6 mm diameter AFRP rods, and the external tendons were made up of 7-6 mm

diameter straight AFRP rods. A prestressing force of 588.6 kN was applied to the internal

tendons and a prestressing force of 245.25 kN was applied to the external tendons.

2.2.4 Long-Span Bridges

IVith regard to the advantage of high strength-to-weight ratio that has been noted

for FRP materials, as bridge spans increase, so does the advantage of FRP. It is in the

area of long-span cable supported bridges that Professor Urs Meier of the Swiss Federal

Laboratories for Material Testing and Research (EMPA) in Zurich has proposed some

ideas for the use of FRP (Meier 1987). Meier considered the feasibility of constructing a

bridge across the Gbraltar Straight at its narrowest point with the use of steel, CFRP and

GFRP materials.

As the span of a structural system increases, it approaches its limiting span, where

the self weight of the structure alone is enough to fail the system. The limiting spans for
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classical suspension bridges using the three materials in question were estimated to be

4490 m, t 1560 m and 14580 m for steel, GFRP and CFRP respectively. At this juncture it

seems, theoretically, that CFRP should be the choice of the material. Meier further

compared the materials with respect to their economic break even points, where a span

less then that calculated is considered uneconomical. The study found that any span

length less than 4170 m would be most economically built with steel, while spans longer

than that would be more economically built with the composite materials, the relative

economy increasing with length The properties of GFRP and CFRP were then compared,

and it was shown that the disadvantage of the low elastic modulus of the GFRP was

outweighed by the CFRP's high modulus-to-density ratio (highest of all structural

materials), its low thermal coefficient, its excellent fatigue life, its high resistance to

corrosion and ultra violet irradiation and its low level of creep. The required cable

weights for bridges of CFRP and steel were also compared, showing that for longer span

structures, CFRP should be the material of choice. There were a few disadvantages noted

by Meier in the CFRP use in the structure. Due to the difficulty in CFRP girder

fabrication, the aerodynamic stability of the cross section would be decreased. An

increase of materials would then be necessary, creating a cross section that would be less

than optimum with respect to aerodynamics, thus greatly increasing the lateral wind loads

on the structure.
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2.2.5 Highway Bridges

As previously mentioned, todays truck loadings are substantially greater than those

for which the highway bridges of the 1950's and 1960's were designed. Because of these

large loads, and in order to combat the problem of corrosion due to de-icing slats on the

roads, the design of future highway bridges must include the use of FRP. Already

highway bridges built of composite materials are in use in Germany, China, US,t Japan

and Canada. The Trail Bridge in Calgary, Canada, for example, was the first SMART

(stress-strain monitored by optical fibre sensors) bridge constructed in Canada using

carbon fiber reinforced plastic (Abdelrahman 1995). The CFRP tendons were used to

prestress six precast concrete girders. Incorporated in the CFRP tendons were optical

fiber sensors, to allow for continuous monitoring of the stresses in the bridge. The span of

the bridge girders was 20.8 m and the girders had a T cross-sectional shape.

2.2.6 Special Structures

Around the globe there are special circumstances, either due to environmental,

climatic, electrical or load conditions, where the use of FRP can provide an advantage

over the more conventional materials. Through education, the engineers of today can be

introduced to this material earlier than past engineers and use the knowledge that they

have already acquired. As more and more data are received on the FRP's performance,

only the engineers lack of imagination and knowledge can stand in their way toward

creating improved solutions to many of the future problems that they may face.
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The following sections briefly discuss some of the special structures already using

FRP around the world.

2.2.6.1 Protection Panels

Salt water areas where pier columns are subjected to sodium chloride deterioration

can be protected by simply applying thin FRP sheets, "Protection Panels", around the

concrete or steel to prolong their life span. This is beneficial for bridges over salt water

and for oil refinerie platforms in the ocean. A U.S. based firm actually produces a steel

pile which is encased in a highly compressed FRP (SPI CI 1995). The fibres in this case

vary in lengfh from three to six inches, and are randomly placed within the compressed

matrix resin. The compressed FRP is strong enough in compression to allow the

conventional methods of hammering to be used, and it provides a non-corrosive coating to

protect the steel inner core from salt water corrosion.

2.2.6.2 Bridee Enclosures

Bridge enclosures are basically floor decks incorporating of FRP and constructed

under the steel girders of a bridge which seals off the environmental effects and in turn

decreases the corrosion of the steel, as well as, facilitates inspection and maintenance of

the bridge. The initial concept was created by the winner of a 1981 Civil Engineering

Competition in the UK (Head 1988). The first system ever installed was done on the Al9

Tees Viaduct in Mddlesbrough, England in 1989. GFRP panels were chosen for this
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application due to their light weight, durability and cost compared to the other possible

composites This concept also helped ignite the idea of "aerodynamic fairings", which is

an extension of the bridge enclosure above the deck in order to improve the aerodynamic

shape of the bridge (Meier 1991).

2.2.6.3 Tall Chimney and Column Repair

Due to earthquake loading, many tall chimneys and bridge columns become tilted

or damaged. To resolve this problem, the Japanese company Mitsubishi Kasei has

produced two CFRP products: carbon fibre unidirectional tape and; carbon fibre winding

strands (CSCE 1992). Together these products can retrofit chimney's as well as

rectangular columns and improve their earthquake loading resistance. The carbon fibre

unidirectional tape provides the flexural strength and the strands are used for support. A

tall-chimney repair machine was developed by Ohbayashi Corporation which automatically

impregnates the carbon fibre strands with resin as it winds the strands around the chimney

or rectangular column.
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2.2.6.4 Electro-MagrreticallyNeutralStructures

In certain situations, it is necessary not to have a magnetic field created within a

structure. FRP composites are electro-magnetically neutral, and therefore, would be of

great use in these situations to replace the metal-bearing conventional materials. Such

situations arise in the design of microwave towers, transmission towers, hospitals and

computer buildings. A U.S.-based company developed a fiberglass tripod constructed

entirely of fiberglass structural shapes, including fiberglass studs and nuts. "The Arch", as

it is called, stands 25.6 m high and has a clear span of 48.8 m. The purpose of "The Arch"

is to develop antenna patterns for the U.S. Naval Command Control Ocean Systems

Center at Point Loma, California, U.S.A.. The previous "AÍch", constructed using wood

and steel materials, had produced interference (SPI CI 1995).

2.3 MATERIALPROPERTIES

FRP are composites where a matrix resin and fibres are combined to form a new

material. As the high strength of the fibers are combined with the lower strengths of the

matrix, the resulting FRP material realizes strengths somewhere between the two, as

shown in Figure 2.1. The two components, fibres and matrix, are described below.

2.3.l

Fibres are the constituent that carry the loads applied to the material. They

provide the stiffness, strengfh, and as the name FRP implies, reinforcement to the matrix.

Fibres
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These fibres are commonly made from three different materials. Glass, Aramid (Kevlar 49)

and/or Carbon/Graphite. Figure 2.2 displays the tensile stress versus strain curves for the

three types of fibres. All three fibres show a linear relationship up until a brittle failure,

suggesting elastic material behavior. Due to the probability of flaws throughout the

lengths of the individual fibres, a wide range of strengths have been reported from tensile

tests (Murphy ß9$.

2.3.r.1 Glass Fibres

Glass fibres are described physically as a random network of amorphous glass

whose surface is highly prestressed in the tensile direction. These fibres possess good

mechanical behavior, high strength, high chemical resistance and good insulating qualities.

Unfortunately glass fibres also possess poor scratch resistance and therefore, a low

bonding strength with the matrix, as well as low elastic modulus and low fatigue

resistance. Thanks to their handling during production phases, their mechanical properties

and their high strengfh, stiffiress, weathering and electrical resistance's, the type of glass

fibres used in most FRP reinforcements for civil engineering applications are the E-glass

(Electrical) type. S-glass type fibers have a different chemical composition, resulting in

higher tensile strength and elastic modulus than E-glass type fibers. Due to their smaller

filament diameters, they also have an improved interlaminar strength than the E-glass type

fibers, but are more expensive to produce. Glass fibres are most commonly used in FRP

since their cost is lower than the aramid (Kevlar 49) and carbon fibres (Murphy T994).
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2.3.I.2 Aramid Fibres

Aramid fibres are the latest fibres to be used in reinforcing plastics, and are

described as semiJoose bundles of long polymer chains in a semiparallel array. The most

common type of aramid fibre currently in use is Kevlar 49, developed by the Du Pont

company (CSCE 1991). These organic fibres are called poly-paraphenylene

terephthalamide, and are thought to be an aromatic polyamide. Aramid fibres possess a

low density, high strength and the highest strength-to-weight ratio among the currently

used fibres (Murphy 1991). The main disadvantages of these fibres are their low

compressive strength and the difficulty of cutting or machining them.

2.3.t.3 Carbon Fibres

Carbon fibres are the most expensive fibres of the three, but they perform best.

They possess very high static strengths, high elastic modulii and high fatigue strengths,

hence they are used most commonly in prestressing applications (Murphy 1991). Carbon

fibres are also the lightest of the th¡ee fibres and they maintain their strengths up to

temperatures of 2000"C. They also possess low impact resistance and high electrical

conductivity.
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2.4

2.3.2 Matrix

The matrix of the FRP materials is manufactured using thermosetting resins and

fillers (with curing agents, hardeners, inhibitors and plastisizers). Curing of the liquid-state

thermosetting resins solidifies and hardens the resin around the fibers, and serves as a

protector and molder to the fibers for the FRP material (Murphy 1991).

FLEXURAL BEHAVIOT]R OF CONCRETE BEAMS AND SLABS

This section includes studies on the use of FRP reinforcements for reinforced

concrete slabs and beams. Since one-wav reinforced concrete slabs have a behaviour

similar to that of reinforced concrete beams. information on FRP-reinforced concrete

beams is included.

Nanvy et al (1971)investigated the behaviour of 20 concrete beams reinforced by

GFRP and steel reinforcements. The dimensions for all the beams were 180 mm deep and

90 mm wide, with a clear span of i.83 m. The beams were subjected to four-point loading

at the third points of the span. The percentage of reinforcement was varied within the five

series of four beams each. Pre-cracking behaviour was similar for both the GFRP and

steel reinforced beams. At failure, crack patterns revealed more cracks in the GFRP

reinforced beams than in the steel-reinforced ones. However, the observed failure loads

for the GFRP reinforced beams were twice as large as those for the similar steel reinforced
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beams. The failure cracks for all the GFRP reinforced beams were the outer most

diagonal tension cracks observed in the beams. Once the cracks propagated toward the

top of the beams, the beam split into two segments and slid apart from each other.

Deflections at the ultimate loads of the GFRP-reinforced beams were approximately three

times those observed in the steel reinforced beams.

Further testing on the behaviour of 14 simply supported concrete beams reinforced

by GFRP bars and two steel-reinforced beams are reported by Nawy and Neuwerth

(1977). The cross-sections of all the beams were 727 mm x 305 mm, with a clear span of

3.05 m. The beams were loaded by two concentrated loads at the third points of the span.

The principle variable parameter was the percentage of reinforcement, which varied from

0.650/0 to 2.28o/o. Only one or two cracks developed in the beams with the smallest

amount of reinforcement, while the beams reinforced with the largest percentage of

reinforcem ent, 2.28%o, developed a significantly larger number of cracks. The crack

spacings for the beams reinforced by GFRP reinforcements averaged 2.75 times the cracks

spacings observed in the steel-reinforced beams. Bilinear load-deflection behaviour was

observed in all 16 concrete beams, with the post-cracking stiffiress of the GFRP reinforced

beams being drastically reduced, in comparison to the steel reinforced beams. Evaluation

of the effective moment of inertia, based on Equation 2.1, was done using Branson's

deflection equation (Branson 1966), based on Equation2.2.
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,,=(h)'r"*[, -ao)'r",

A.u* = ffi{t, -ao')

Eqn.2.1

Eqn.2.2

Smaller calculated deflection values, in comparison to observed deflections, resulted due

to the over-estimated I" values produced using Equation 2.1. For load levels up to 35% of

the ultimate load, observed deflections were within the allowable serviceability limits. Due

to the low elasticd modulus, the ultimate strengths of the GFRP bars were never

developed.

Benmokrane et al (in print ACI S.J.) completed an experimental study of eight

concrete beams reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP and steel reinforcements. Four of the

beams were reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP bars, while the remaining four were reinforced

with conventional steel rebars. To account for the effective moment of inertia, the ACI

equation for the moment of inertia, based on Equation 2.1, was modified based on

experimental results, resulting in Equation 2.3.
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I"=d", Eqn.2.3

where'.

a = 0.84

þ = 0'70

The ultimate moment capacities for the GFRP-reinforced beams were comparable to those

for the steel reinforced beams, but within the elastic range the deflections were th¡ee times

larger in the beams reinforced by GFRP bars.

Masmoudi et al (1996) continued the study of ISOROD-GFRP reinforced concrete

members by investigating 12 concrete beams reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP and Kodiak-

GFRP bars. The test specimens were simply supported on a simple span of 3000 mm and

with cross-sections of 200 Írm x 300 mm. Th¡ee series. which included two identical

beams reinforced by ISOROD and two reinforced by Kodiak reinforcements, of reinforced

concrete specimens with percentages of reinforcements of 0.5o/o, 0.7 5% and 1 .07Yq were

tested in this program. Cracks which formed outside the constant moment zone in all of

the beams, initiated as flexural cracks, then developed inclined cracks as the loads were

increased. As the percentage of reinforcement was increased, so did the number of

observed cracks, thus, the crack spacing and widths decreased. The cracking moment was

not affected by the type or percentage of reinforcement. The crack widths could be

predicted using the Gergely-Lutz equation, based on Equation2.4.

fI" -f(u^-\'+l '-d,I^- ll --=-ltp "')\M")
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Eqn.2.4

Faza and GangaRao (1992) reported studies on the pre- and post-cracking

behaviour of GFRP and steel reinforced concrete beams. The.test program consisted of

25 rectangular concrete beams, 152 4 mm x 304.8 mm, reinforced by Kodiak-GFRP bars

and tested under four-point loading conditions. Five variable parameters were

investigated, including :

w=K,f"i'AZxto-6

l)

2)

3)

4)

s)

four bar sizes,

three types ofbar surface conditions;

three types of stirrups;

two percentages of reinforcement; and

five compressive concrete strengths.

As in many of the previously reported studies, the cracking moment was unaffected by the

reinforcement type or ratio. However, the sand-coated bars provided improved flexural

behaviour compared to that for the remaining surface types. The deflections observed in

the GFRP-reinforced concrete beams averaged four times those observed in the steel

reinforced beams. The sand-coated bars also improved the control of the crack widths, in

comparison to the two other surface conditions. After the initiation of the first crack, the
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effective moment of inertia equation provided by the ACI, based on Equation 2.1,

produces a large over-estimation, thus, lower predicted deflections, as compared to the

observed behaviour. A modified moment of inertia was proposed, based on Equation2.5,

which assumes the GFRP-reinforced beams are fully cracked between the two

concentrated point loads, and partially cracked outside the constant moment zone.

f _ 231"J"

"'- gJ*+rsI, Eqn. 2.5

the load-deflection behaviour

Use of this modified moment of inertia results in a deflection equation, based on Equation

2.6, for a beam loaded at its third points of the span.

23PL3
Eqn.2.6A=

- ntü
6488"1,,

The modified deflection equation more accurately predicted

of the tested beams.

2.5

Although many concrete structures already include GFRP reinforcements, they

have been designed conservatively. Since most of the current codes require strains in the
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steel reinforcements to achieve the yield strain prior to failure, design codes must

modified to consider the material characteristics of FRP. Since FRP reinforcements

not possess a yield point, new design approaches must be developed.

Many studies, based on GFRP reinforcements, have developed modified moments

of inertia andlor crack width equations fNawy et al 1971, Nanry and Neuwerth 7977,

Benmokrane under press, Masmoudi 1996 and Faza and GangaRao 1992). However,

each study developed a different empirical formula based on their individual test programs.

Until many tests on the same specific GFRP bar types have been completed, with accurate

formulae being derived, strain compatibility can be used to analyze the flexural behaviour

of the GFRP reinforced concrete members.

2.5.1 Flexural Behaviour

Nanni (1993) reviewed the design procedure necessary to accommodate the use of

FRP bars as the reinforcement of reinforced concrete members. He suggested that the

working stress design approach should be considered when designing with FRP

reinforcements. This is due to the linear stress-strain behaviour of the material up until

failure. Using derived properties based on uniaxial tension tests, idealized material

properties were developed to analyze the flexural behaviour of FRP-reinforced concrete

members. Since FRP bars do not yield prior to failure, the failure criteria must be

designed for crushing of the concrete prior to rupture of the FRP reinforcement. Due to

be

do
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the low elastic modulus of FRP reinforcements, in comparison to steel rebars, deflection

control is the controlling parameter. The crack widths must also be controlled. To ensure

safe designs, confidence in the manufacturer's published propèrties must be established.

Therefore, standardized testing must be established.

Using the stress-strain properties of GFRP reinforcements, the one-way concrete

slabs can be analyzed based on the strain compatibility approach. This approach has been

observed by many researchers (Mutsuyoshi et al 1990 and GangaRao and Faza 1983) to

produce accurate results. Prediction of the cracking and ultimate moments and the failure

modes can be made with good correlation to experimental results. The cracking and

ultimate moments for GFRP reinforced concrete members can be calculated using

Equations 2.7 and 2.8, based on Figure 2.3.

.f^1,M", =
!a

Mu=Td-Cc

Eqn.2.7

Eqn. 2.8

where:

I\d, = cracking moment.

fh: tensile strength of concrete.

T: equivalent tensile force at the level of FRP reinforcement.

C : equivalent compressive force in the compression zone.

c - distance from the extreme compression fibers to the
centroid of the compressive force jn the compression zone.
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CHAPTER

3.0

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

GENERAL

The experimental program was designed to evaluate the flexural behavior of one-

way concrete slabs reinforced by GFRP bars. In this investigation, ISOROD-GFRP

reinforcements, produced by Pultrall Inc., Thetford Mines, Québec, Canada, were used.

The three modes of failure considered in this investigation were: crushing of the concrete

while the GFRP bars remain elastic; rupture of the GFRP bars prior to crushing of the

concrete and; simultaneous rupture of the GFRP bars and crushing of the concrete. A

total of eight slabs were tested in this progranL and are described in Table 3. 1. The slabs

were tested under four-point static loading conditions, using two concentrated loads at the

third span points. Five slabs. were reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP bars, two slabs were

reinforced by conventional steel rebars and one slab was reinforced by Leadline-CFRP
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rods, produced by Mitsubishi Kasei, Japan. The three slabs reinforced by steel and CFRP

reinforcements were used as control slabs for behavior comparisons.

The parameters considered in evaluating the flexural behavior include:

l. Failure mode of the slabs

2. Percentage of reinforcements

3. Thickness of the slabs

4. Crack widths

3.1 TEST SPECIMENS

The slab lengths and widths were kept constant throughout the study. The slabs'

overall dimensions conform to Canadian Design Code (CSA 1984) in terms of span-to-

thickness ratio. The length of the slabs was selected to match spans of beams tested in a

parallel study at Sherbrooke University using ISOROD-GFRP bars (Benmokrane under

press). Gven the length and width of the slabs, the design of the slabs was completed by

calculating the necessary percentage ofreinforcement needed to produce the three desired

failure modes.
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The slabs were divided into three series, A" B and C, according to their designed

failure mode, in order to examine the influence of ISOROD-GFRP bars on the flexural

behavior of the slabs.

The notation used for the tested slabs was selected to describe the following

parameters:

(a) Type of reinforcements: I : ISOROD-GFRP bars

S : Steel rebars

LL: Leadline-CFRP rods

(b) Thickness of the slab: 150: I50 mm

200 = 200 mm

(c) Expected mode of failure: A: Rupture of reinforcements

B : Balanced

C: Crushing of concrete

The dimensions of the slabs and the reinforcement details are shown in Figures 3.1

and 3.2. The length and width of all the slabs were 3500 mm and 1000 mm respectively.
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This allowed a clear span of 3000 mm for the static four point loading condition. The two

thicknesses investigated in the study were 150 mm and 200 mm.

3.1.2 Longitudinal Reinforcement

The longitudinal reinforcements were placed in the slabs at spacings according to

the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1984) and were extended 100 mm past the slab ends to

facilitate monitoring of any possible slippage during testing.

A 102 x 702 MW25.8 x MW25.8 welded wire mesh was also placed in the upper

portion of the slabs, following common practice when casting slabs.

3. 1.3 Transverse Reinforcement

All the transverse reinforcements were the same material as the longitudinal

reinforcements, and were spaced on top of the longitudinal reinforcements according to

the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1984).
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3.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

3.2.1 Concrete

The concrete used in all the slabs was designed for a nominal strength of 30 MPa

after three days, and provided by local ready mix concrete company, Perimeter Concrete

Ltd.. The mix design had the following proportions:

Coarse Aggregate (max. 14 mm diam.)

Fine Aggregate (passing #4 sieve)

Portland Cement

Water

Superplastisizer (Reobuild 1 000)

(Water/Cement Ratio : 0.37)

* approximate value

ll49.6kglm'

679.8k9/m'

400 kg/m3

148.5 kg/m3

3* kg/m3

The specified slumps before and after the addition of the superplastisizer were 40

mm and 180 mm respectively. Three standard cylinders of dimensions 150 mm x 300 mm

and three concrete beams of dimensions 150 mm x 150 mm x 650 mm, \¡/ere cast

according to ASTM C39-86 and ASTM C78-84, respectively, for each slab in order to

monitor the concrete strengths. At the time of testing, the cylinders were tested for the

compressive strength of the concrete and the beams were tested for the rupture strength of

concrete in tension.
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3.2.2 Longitudinal and Transverse Reinforcement

3.2.2.1 ISOROD-GFRP Bars

ISOROD brand name GFRP bars are fabricated throu¡ih a pultrusion process of

continuous E-glass fibres and a thermosetting polyester resin. To enhance the bond

properties, an outer spiral wrapping of glass fibres and a sand coating are added to the

core of the ISOROD-GFRP bars. AII of the ISOROD-GFRP bars used in this study had a

nominal ultimate tensile strenEh of 690 MPa determined by tests conducted at the

University of Sherbrooke (Chaallal and Benmokrane 1993). Measured properties of the

deformed ISOROD-GFRP bars were tested using three samples each of the 12.7 mm and

15.9 mm diameter bars. Tension tests were also conducted at the same time at the

University of Manitoba by Grieef (1996) on smooth ISOROD-GFRP bars using diameters

of 19.1 mm and 25.4 mm. A similar coupler grip system, shown in Figure 3.3, was used

for both the deformed and smooth bar tests. Through the use of a mixture of an epoxy

resin, West System Epo>ry Resin 105, and a hardener, West System Hardener 205, a

protective coating was formed on the ends of the FRP tension test specimens for the

previously mentioned coupler grip system. This system allows for successful tension tests

on FRP specimens, while using conventional machinery, as shown in Figure 3.4.

3.2.2.2 Leadline-CFRP Rods

The guaranteed nominaltensile stress is 1970 MPa and ultimate elongation is I.3o/o

(Mitsubishi Kasei 1992). The measured ultimate tensile strength and ultimate srrain based
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on tests conducted at the University of Manitoba were 2950 MPa and 1.3o/o respectively

(Abdelrahman 1995). All of the test results are presented in Chapter 4.

3.2.2.3 Mild Steel Rebars

All of the steel rebars used in the studv were Grade 400W. The nominal vield

strength of the bars is 400 MPa. The measured yield and maximum strength of the rebars

were obtained through tension tests following ASTM, and are presented in Chapter 4.

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3. 1 Longitudùral Reinforcernent Strain Measurernents

To measure the strains in the longitudinal reinforcement during the testing,

N11-FA-5-I20-11 electrical 120 ohm resistance strain gauges, produced by Showa

Measuring Instruments Co., Ltd., of Japan, were placed directly on the GFRP and CFRP

reinforcements. The gauge length was 5 mm and the gauge factor was 2.12 + lo/o. The

strain gauges \ryere covered with an air-drying acrylic coating, a nitrile rubber coating and

a butyl rubber caulking to protect the gauges from water intrusion during casting. The

location of the strain gauges is shown in Figure 3 5(a).
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3.3.2 Concrete SÍain Measurements

Stainless steel DEMEC points were attached to both sides of the slab at the level

of reinforcements using an epo>çy resin to measure the strain in the concrete. There were

three DEMEC point stations on each side of the slab within the flexural zone, as shown in

Figure 3.5(b). Strain readings were taken manually using a DEMEC gauge of 200 mm

gauge length.

To measure the strain in the concrete at the top of the slabs, stainless steel

DEMEC points were attached to the top surface of each slab using an epoxy resin.

Twelve DEMEC point stations were located within the flexural zone and manual strain

readings were taken with the use of a DEMEC gauge of 200 mm gauge length. The

locations of DEMEC point stations on the top the slab are illustrated in Figure 3.5(c).

3.3.3 Deflection Measurements

Deflections were measured at the midspan of all slabs with the use of a linear

variable differential transducer (LVDT). An LVDT with a range of +38mm was attached

to a steel arm supported by a steel column. The LVDT was placed against an aluminum

plate which was attached to the top surface of the slab using an epoxy resin. This

configuration is shown in Figure 3.6.
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3.3.4 Crack Width Measurements

Crack widths were measured on the bottom surface of the slab at two positions

along the crack, and then averaged. The measurements were taken using either a Wild

M5-63661 microscope, with an accuracy of t0.01 mm, balanced on a swivel arm system

or with a hand held Brinell microscope, with an accuracy of *0.05 mm.

3.3.5 Slip in longitudinal reinforcernent

Two dial gauges were placed on either side of two or three reinforcement bars on

each slab to monitor the relative slippage of the longitudinal reinforcement with respect to

the concrete. A 75 mm diameter steel washer was attached to the end surface of the slab

with epoxy resin to support the magnetic base of the dial gauge. Manual readings were

taken throughout the test. The dial gauge setup is shown in Figure 3.7.

3.3.6 Data Acquisition S)¡stern

All of the strain gauge, LVDT and actuator load and stroke readings were

monitored continuously throughout the tests using one data acquisition system. The

system consisted of an IBM compatible 386 computer, a six volt amplifier and a Validyne

Data Acquisition system. AII the data was stored in a file during the test and were also

displayed graphically on the computer screen during the test, allowing the monitoring of

the load-deflection and strain gauge readings. The graphical displays were done using the
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data acquisition software program "Labtech Notebook". All the data stored to the file

were later transferred to floppy disks for later analysis.

FABRICATION OF THE SPECIMENS

All of the slabs were fabricated at the Structures Research and Development

facility at the University of Manitoba. A wooden form, shown in Figure 3.8, was designed

to allow the casting of one 150 mm and one 200 mm thick slabs simultaneously. The

forms were cleaned and lubricated with Pre-Form oil prior 
. 
to the placement of the

reinforcements, to facilitate the release of the slabs from the forms after curing.

The longitudinal reinforcements were placed in the forms, held in position by

plastic chairs and the end portions of the wooden forms. The transverse reinforcements

were placed on top of the longitudinal reinforcements and attached with metal ties.

Wooden braces were placed around the forms to suspend the steel wire mesh in position.

Standard slump tests were performed at the arrival of the ready-mix concrete. A

range of +15%o of the specified slumps before and after the addition of the superplastisizer

was allowed. The concrete was vibrated through the use of a hand held vibrator to help

avoid any honeycombing, and to move the concrete around the numerous reinforcements

in the forms. The top surface of the slabs was smoothened by spreading cement and

water, followed by troweling using steel trowels. A plastic tarp covered the slabs for
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approximately four days after casting for curing, during which, water was sprinkled daily

on top of the surface. The wooden forms were removed and the slabs were allowed to

cure in the laboratory atmosphere for at least another 24 daysprior to testing.

The six standard cylinders and beams were cured in the same environments as the

slabs. The minimum age of the slabs prior to testing was 28 days.

TEST SETUP

The slabs were tested in a structural steel loading frame constructed for this study

at the Structures Research and Development Laboratory at the University of Manitoba.

Six structural steel columns were prestressed, with the use of four Dywidag bars per

column, to the structural floor. Four of the six columns were'used for the supports and

two were used to support the 1000 kN MTS actuator, as shown in Figure 3.9. Each

support consisted of a 1010 mm long,38 mm diameter solid steel bar placed on top of a

square hollow structural steel section, which was bolted to the supporting structural steel

columns. A flat 13 mm thick, 150 mm wide and 10i0 mm long steel plate was placed on

top of the steel bar to form a roller support system. Wooden wedges were used to hold

the plates in position while the slabs were maneuvered into position on top of the supports

with the use of an overhead crane. A spreader beam system consisting of three square

hollow structural steel sections, as shown in Figure 3.9, was used to transmit the loads to

the slabs. Quick-set plaster of paris mixed with water was used between the two sections
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of the spreader beam system and the slabs to ensure a uniform load transmittal. Several 25

mm thick rubber plates were placed between the actuator contact and the spreader beam

svstem to allow for minor rotational movement.

TESTING PROCEDURE

Once the slab was leveled and properly aligned through the use of an overhead

crane, the LVDTs and strain gauges were connected to the data acquisition system. The

remaining instrumentation was then placed into position, just prior to the commencement

of the test, in order reduce any risk of damage. All instrumentation was checked and

zeroed prior to the start of testing.

All the slabs were tested under static conditions and monotonically loaded under

stroke control. The stroke rate was set at 0.6 mm/min. up until the initiation of cracking,

and was doubled to 1.2 mm/min. for the remainder of the test. At certain load increments,

the stroke was held constant while DEMEC point station and'dial gauge readings were

taken. As the development and propagation of the cracks occurred, they were marked and

measured for width at the same load increments as the other manual readings were taken.
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Table 3.1:Details of the test slabs.

Tl¡Iclmess

. :,,.¡nm :.
'.Reinfoièemen( ,l\rf ark No'

p

ú/o

Trans.
,ièinf.

Predicted
Mode of
,,Failu¡e

Test Date
bserved

,Mode 9f
,,',Failure

150

Steel s-150-T .962 t5 - No. lOM
rebarr

Yield Nov 21194 Yield

ISOROD

I-150-A

I-150-B

I-150-C

.487
15 - 9.5 mm

diam.
ISOROD bqrs

Rupture of
Reinf.

Apr22/95 Rupture of
Reinf.

.764 Balanced Jr¡I. 10-95 Rupture
of Reinf,

.955 Crushing of
Concrete

Jan 19/95 Shear

200

Steel s-200-T J90 22 - No. 15N{
rebars

Yield Apr 6/95 Yield

ISOROD
I-200-A

I-200-c

.230 22 - 9.5 mm
diam.

Rupture of
Reinf.

Apr2l/95 Rupture of
Reinf.

.77 4 ISOROD bars Crushing of
Concrete

Feb 6/95 Shear

Leadline LL200-C .303 33-8mmdiam.
Leadline rods

Crushfurg of
Concrete

Ju]. 12195 Bond

Tlpical clear span length = 3000 mm Typical width = 1000 mm

. Area of reinf orcen?enls+n- " u

'bd
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Clear span

(a) Typical slab top view

3000
Clear span

(b) Typical side view of slabs

1000

spreader beam position

Figure 3.1:Dimensions of the test slabs.
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Figure 3.2: Reinforcement details of the slabs.
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Figure 3,3: Schematic of the coupler grip system used for the FRP tension tests.
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Figure 3.4: Photo of a successful tension test perfonned on ISOROD.
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(2 per position)
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3000 Clear span

3500 (including overhang)

(a) Súain Gauges
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1000

(same for both sides)
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Clear span

(b) DEMECS at Reinforcement lævel

(c) DEMECS at Top of Slab

Figure 3.5: Location of the strain gauges and DEMEC point stations.
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Figure 3.6: LVDT configuration for rnidspan deflection measurements.
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Figure 3.7'.Dial gauge setup for end slippage of the reinforcements.
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Figure 3.8. The wooden forms used for castinc all the test srabs
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Figure 3.9(a): Schematic of the test setup.

Figure 3 9(b): Test serup.



CHAPTER

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.0 GENERAL

Presentation of the measured material properties tested in this program and the

experimental results of the eight slabs are included in this chapter. The material properties

were measured for the concrete. steel rebars. ISOROD-GFRP reinforcements and the

Leadline-CFRP rods used in this program. The experimental results include the load-

deflection behaviour, strain in the reinforcements, strain in the concrete at the level of

reinforcements, strain of the outer-most compression fibres of the slabs (top of slab),

crack patterns and reinforcement slippage with respect to both ends of the slabs.
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Material Properties

4.1.1 Concrete

The compressive and tensile strengths of the concrete achieved for each slab are

presented in Table 4.1. All values reported are the strengths at the time of testing. Four

sets of concrete were used for the eight slabs (i.e. two slabs per cast).

4.I.2 Steel Rebar

The tensile stress-strain behaviour and strengths of the 10M steel rebars is

presented in Figure 4.1. The yield stress and strain, and the ultimate stress and strain

values, obtained during tension tests at the University of Manitoba, were 435 MPa, 0.246

yo,700 MPa and 0.800 o/o respectively. The measured elastic modulus is 176.8 GPa. The

yield stress and elastic modulus provided from the manufacturer were 400 MPa and 200

GPa respectively. Although 15M rebars v/ere also used, not enough material was

available for tension testing. The 10M and 15M rebars, used in this test program, were

delivered in the same order and were fabricated by Cowin Steel Co.Ltd., Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Canada.

4.1.3 ISOROD-GFRP bars

The tensile stress-strain behaviour and strengths of the ISOROD-GFRP

reinforcements are illustrated in Figure 4.2. Table 4.2 presents the tensile strength values

obtained from tension tests performed on 12.7 mm, 15.9 mm, 19.1 mm and 25.4 mm
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diameter deformed ISOROD bars at the University of Manitoba and at Sherbrooke

University (Chaallal and Benmokrane 1993), as well as, 19.lmm and 25.4 mm diameter

smooth ISOROD bars at the University of Manitoba (Grieef 1996). The tension tests

performed at the University of Manitoba on the 9.5 mm diameter ISOROD reinforcements

were unsuccessful, due to excessive slippage in the grip system. Due to premature

anchorage failures in the tests perflormed at the University of Manitoba, the averaged

tensile strength value of 692lvPa, obtained by Chaallal and Benmokrane (i993), for the

ISOROD bars is used for analysis purposes. All ISOROD reinforcements used in the

longitudinal and transverse directions were fabricated at the same time by Pultrall Inc..

Thetford Mines, Québec, Canada.

4.L4 Leadline-CFRP rods

The tensile stress-strain behaviour of Leadline-CFRP rods is illustrated in Figure

4.3, and the tensile properties of the Leadline rods is given in Table 4.3. These properties

are the values provided by the manufacturer, Mitsubishi Kasei, Japan (1992), and the

results from testing done at the University of Manitoba (Abdelrahman 1995).

4.2 Overall Test Results

In general, all the ISOROD-GFRP reinforced slabs exhibited linear behaviour prior

to cracking, followed by sudden, wide and deep cracks accompanied by large

deformations. A detailed description of the load-deflection, crack pattern, strain and
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failure mode behaviours of each slab is given in the following sections. All observations

are given with respect to Side A of each slab, and the step-wise reduction in load

resistance, AP, tsgiven as a percentage of the respective cracking loads, P",, foreach slab.

4.2.1 Load-Deflection Behaviour and Crack Development

The load-deflection behaviour of all eight slabs throughout the entire program,

along with predicted values, are shown in Figures 4.4 to 4. I 1 . Measured data presented in

the figures also includes the midspan selÊweight loads of 10.6 kN and 14.1 kN for the 150

mm and 200 mm thick slabs respectively. The following sections describe the load-

deflection and crack development behaviour of each individual slab in detail.

4.2.1.1 Slab I-150-A

Slab I-150-Aconsisted of a i000 mm wide one-wav slab with a thickness of 150

mm, producing a cross-sectional area of 150 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab I-150-A is

illustrated in Figure 4.12(a), showing the placement of the reinforcements, which consisted

of four 12.7 mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the longitudinal direction and l5 - 9.5

mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the transverse direction, fulfilling the requirements

of the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). Slab I-150-A was originally designed to fail by

rupturing of the GFRP bars prior to crushing of the concrete according to the Canadian

Design Code (CSA 1984).
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Prior to the initiation of cracking, the slab exhibited linear behaviour as shown in

Figure 4.4. The initial loading rate was set at 0.6 mm/min. to allow for proper

observations prior to the initiation of cracks. Initiation of cracking occurred at a load

resistance of 24.1 kN and a midspan deflection of | .25 mm. All the cracks that developed

in slab I-150-A are shown in Figures 4.73 and 4.14. The initial crack, crack 1, was

observed within the constant moment zone approximately 50 mm inside the left loading

point. The immediate height of the crack was 135 mm straight vertical. Once the crack

occurred, the load resistance immediately reduced to 12.2 ld{ (53.5% reduction with

respect to the cracking load).

The application of load was continued until crack 2 developed within the constant

moment zone, at a load resistance of 28.2 kN, approximately 50 mm inside the right

loading point with a height of 130 mm. The load resistance instantly reduced to 20.5 kN

(32.0% reduction) and a total midspan deflection of 10.00 mm developed. While crack 2

was developing, crack 1 increased in height by 10 mm and propagated 25 mm to the right,

following the position of the embedded steel mesh in the top portion of the slab.

Loading was continued until crack 3 developed within the constant moment zone

at a load of 31.1 kN. Crack 3 developed approximately 330 mm to the left of the right

loading point, with an immediate height of 135 mm. A load resistance reduction of 6.2 ld.{

(25.7% reduction) to 24.9 kN was observed instantaneously, generating a total deflection
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of 18.40 mm. Although crack 2 showed negligible change, crack 1 continued to

propagate horizontally as crack 3 developed.

Crack 4 developed, once the load resistance reached 32.6 ld.{, within the constant

moment zone approximately 475 mm to the right of the left loading point with an

immediate height of 125 mm. An instantaneous load resistance reduction to 25.1 ld{

(3I.1% reduction) was observed, producing a total deflection of 25.40 mm. Negligible

effects were observed in the previous th¡ee existing cracks while crack 4 developed.

At a load resistance of 33.1 kN, the development of a fifth crack, vl, was

observed within the shear-flexural zone approximately 290 mm to the left of the left

loading point with an immediate height of 130 mm. The load resistance reduced to 27.6

kN (22 8% reduction), bringing the total deflection to 32.05 mm. Crack 4 increased in

height by 10 mm and propagated 30 mm to the left along the position of the embedded

steel mesh while the fifth crack developed. The other previously existing cracks showed

negligible change.

The load was applied again until a sixth crack, V2, developed in the shear-flexural

zone, al a load resistance of 35.9 lclr{, approximately 100 mm to the right of the right

loading point. An immediate crack height of 140 mm was observed along with a load

resistance reduction to 31.5 ld{ (18.3% reduction), producing a total deflection of 39.98

mm. The previously existing cracks had negligible change as crack V2 developed.
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Due to the excessive deflections, the load rate was increased to 1.2 mm/min. to

speed up the testing, and loading was continued. At a load resistance of 42.1 lò{, a

seventh crack, crack 5, developed within the constant moment zone approximately 250

mm to the right of the left loading point with an immediate height of 125 mm. The load

resistance reduced to 39.6 kN (9.5% reduction) instantly, giving a total deflection of 53.93

mm. Negligible effects were observed in the remaining existing cracks at this level of load.

Loading was continued until a load resistance of 44.6 kN was achieved, when the

load rate was once again increased to 2.0 mm/min. to speed up the testing. The final two

observed cracks, V3 and V4, both developed within the shear-flexural zones once the load

reached 53.1 kN. The position of cracks V3 and V4 were 190 mm to the left of the left

loading point and 330 mm to the right of the right loading point respectively, with

immediate heights of 135 mm. The previously existing cracks all propagated along the

position of the embedded steel mesh while the finaltwo cracks were developing.

Once the loading was continued, excessive deflections occurred until the GFRP

bars at the position of crack I ruptured at a load of 60.6 kN.

4.2.1 .2

Slab I-150-B consisted of a 1000 mm wide one-way slab with a thickness of 150

mm, producing a cross-sectional area of 150 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab I-150-B is
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illustrated in Figure 4.12(b), showing the placement of the reinforcements, which

consisted of four 15.9 mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the loneitudinal direction and

15 - 9.5 mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the transverse direction, fulfilling the

requirements of the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). Slab I-150-B was originally

designed to fail by rupturing of the GFRP bars and simultaneous crushing of the concrete

according to the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1984). Due to limited sizes of ISOROD-

GFRP bars and variable concrete strengths, it is impossible to accurately predict a

balanced failure. The actual predicted failure mode is by rupturing of the GFRP bars just

prior to crushing of the concrete.

Prior to the initiation of cracking, the slab exhibited linear behaviour as shown in

Figure 4.5. The initial loading rate was set at 0.6 mm/min. Cracking was initiated at a

load of 32.9 kN and a midspan deflection of 1.83 mm. All the cracks which developed

during the testing of slab I-150-B are shown in Figures 4.I3 and 4.15. The initial crack,

crack I, was observed within the constant moment zone approximately 60 mm inside the

right loading point with an immediate height of 135 mm. Once the crack occurred, the

load resistance immediately reduced to 16.6 kN (49.5% reduction).

The application of load was continued until crack 2 developed within the constant

moment zone at a load of 34.7 kùt. Development of the crack occurred approximately

225 mm inside the left loading point with an immediate height of 138 mm. The load

resistance instantly reduced to 19.6 kN (45.9% reduction) and a total midspan deflection
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of 10.66 mm developed. While crack 2 was developing, crack I propagated 5.00 mm

verticallv.

Once a load resistance of 40.6 kN was achieved, the loading rate was increased to

1.2 mrn/mrn. to speed up testing. Loading was continued until a third crack developed

within the constant moment zone at a load of 44.0 kli. Crack 3 developed approximately

495 mm to the right of left loading point with an immediate height of 132 mm. A load

resistance reduction of 1 1.1 kN (33.7% reduction) to 32.9 kN was observed

instantaneously, generating a total deflection of 30.33 mm. Crack 2 propagated 60 mm to

the left and 25 mm to the right following the position of the embedded steel mesh, while

crack I propagated 40 mm to the left during the development of crack 3.

Cracks Vl and V2 developed the second time the load reached 44.0 kN, outside

the constant moment zone approximately 260 mm and 280 mm to the right of the right

loading point respectively. The immediate height of cracks Vl and V2 were 110 mm and

138 respectively. Negligible effects were observed in the previous three eústing cracks

while cracks Vl and V2 develooed.

At a load resistance of 49.7 kN, the development of a sixth crack, V3, was

observed within the shear-flexural zone approximately 300 mm to the left of the left

loading point with an immediate height of 140 mm. During the development of crack V3,
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crack 3 and V2 increased in height by 15 mm and propagated 15 mm horizontally to the

left, while cracks I and 2 displayed slight horizontal propagation.

Loading was continued until a seventh crack, crack 4, developed in the constant

moment zone at a load resistance of 55.7 kN, approximately 435 mm to the right of the

left loading point. The height of the crack immediately reached 130 mm, with the load

resistance reducing to 50.0 kN (17.3% reduction), producing a total deflection of 64.27

mm. The sixth crack propagated approximately 25 mm to the left, while the previous five

existing cracks had negligible change during the development of crack 4.

At this point during testing, due to the excessive deflections, the load rate was

increased to 2.4 mm/min. At a load resistance of 65.2 kN, an eighth crack, V4, developed

outside the constant moment zone approximately 85 mm to the left of the left loading

point with an immediate height of 130 mm. Crack propagations along the position of the

embedded steel mesh continued for all the previously existing cracks during the

development of crack V4.

Loading was continued until a load resistance of 70.6 lcl.{ was achieved, when the

load rate was once again increased to 6.0 mm/min. to speed up the testing. The final

crack, V5, developed within the shear-flexural zone once the load reached 75.9 kN,

approximately 370 mm to the left of the left loading point with an immediate height of 90
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Írm. The previously existing cracks all propagated along the position of the embedded

steel mesh while the final crack was developing.

Once the loadins was continued. excessive deflections occurred until the GFRP

bars at the position of crack 2 ruptured in tension at a load resistance of 80.4 klrl.

4.2.1.3

Slab I-150-C consisted of a 1000 mm wide one-wav slab with a thickness of 150

mm, producing a cross-sectional area of 150 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab I-150-C is

illustrated in Figure 4.12(c), showing the placement of the reinforcements, which consisted

of five 15.9 mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the longitudinal direction and 15 - 9.5

mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the transverse direction, fulfilling the requirements

of the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). Slab I-150-C was originally designed to fail by

crushing of the concrete prior to rupturing of the GFRP bars according to the Canadian

Design Code (CSA 1984).

The initial stiffiiess of slab I-150-C, referring to the load-deflection behaviour in

Figure 4.6, was less than the previously tested 150 mm slabs reinforced with GFRP bars,

due to a crack which developed during a load cell malfunction. Unfortunately, due to this

malfunction the actual load resistance when the initiation of cracking occurred is

unknown. Once the malfunction was coffected, testing resumed with an initial loading

rate of 0.6 mm/min.. Initiation of further crackins occurred at a load of 27.01ò{ and a
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midspan deflection of 3.30 mm. For all analysis purposes, this was the load taken as the

cracking load. All the cracks that developed in slab I-150-C are shown in Figures 4.13

and 4.16. The initial crack, crack l, was observed within the constant moment zone

approximately 240 mm inside the right loading point with a height of 135 mm. Crack 2

was observed 615 mm to the left of the right loading point developing a height of 110 mm.

Once the second crack occurred. the load resistance immediatelv reduced to 17.1 kN

(36.7% reduction).

The application of load was continued until crack 3 developed within the constant

moment zone at a load resistance of 28.5 kN. The crack developed approximately 370

mm inside the right loading point with an immediate height of i30 mm. Load resistance

instantly reduced to 2L4lòl (26.3% reduction) and a total midspan deflection of 11.60

mm developed. While crack 3 was developing, cracks 1 and 2 showed negligible change.

Loading was continued until crack 4 developed within the constant moment zone,

at a load resistance of 35.4 kN, approximately 75 mm to the left of right loading point. As

crack 4 propagated from side A to side B, referring to the bottom view of the slab in

Figure 4.I7,it connected with crack 1. The immediate height of the crack was 1i5 mm

straight vertical. A reduction in load resistance of 1.7 kN (6.3% reduction) to 33.7 kN

was observed instantaneously, generating a total deflection of 24.36 mm. Although crack

I showed negligible change, cracks 2 and 3 increased in height by 30 mm and 10 mm as

crack 4 developed.
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Once the load resistance reached 38.4 kN, the development of a fifth crack, Vl,

was observed within the shear-flexural zone approximately 75 mm to the left of the left

loading point with an immediate height of 140 mm. The load resistance reduced to 37.7

ld{ (2.6% reduction), bringing the total deflection to 27.77 mm. The previously existing

cracks showed negligible change.

Once the load resistance of 40 6 kN was achieved, the load rate was increased to

1.2mmlmn.. A sixth crack, V2, developed in the shear-flexural zone at a load of 48.5

kN, approximately 300 mm to the right of the right loading point with a height of 140 mm.

The load resistance instantly reduced to 44.9 kN (13.3% reduction), producing a total

deflection of 5I.74mm. The previously existing cracks all branched into two cracks and

propagated along the position of the embedded steel mesh.

At a load resistance of 67.7 klr{, crack 6 developed within the constant moment

zone approximately 85 mm to the right of the left loading point with an immediate height

of 120 mm. Referring to Figure 4.17, crack 6 developed as a result of crack 2 branching

into two cracks as it propagated from side B to side A. Only a slight reduction in load

resistance of 0.1% to 66.6 kN was observed, producing a total deflection of 87.36 mm

During the development of crack 6, negligible effects were observed in crack 4, while

cracks V2,2 and 5 all propagated 10 mm to the left and crack I propagated 25 mm to the

right.
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Loading was continued until a load resistance of 70.6 klr{ was observed, when the

load rate was once again increased to 2.0 mm/min. to speed up the testing. Once loading

was continued, excessive deflections occurred until the GFRP bars at the position of crack

V1 ruptured in shear at a load of 74.6 kN.

4.2.1.4 Slab S-150-T

Slab S-150-T consisted of a 1000 mm wide one-way slab with a thickness of 150

mm, producing a cross-sectional area of i50 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab S-150-T is

illustrated in Figure 4.12(d), showing the placement of the reinforcements, which

consisted of five No. 15 steel rebars in the longitudinal direction and 15 - No. 10 steel

rebars in the transverse direction, fulfilling the requirements of the Canadian Design Code

(CSA 1994). Slab S-150-T was originally designed to fail by yielding of the steel rebars

prior to crushing of the concrete according to the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1984)

Prior to the initiation of cracking, the slab exhibited linear behaviour as shown in

Figure 4.7,with an initial loading rate of 0.6 mm/min.. Initiation of cracking occurred at a

load resistance of 40.6 kN and a midspan deflection of 2.74 mm. All the cracks that

developed in slab S-150-T are shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.18. The initial crack, crack 1,

was observed within the constant moment zone approximately 210 mm inside the left
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loading point with an immediate height of 75 mm. Once the crack occurred, the load

resistance immediately reduced to 40.1 kN (1 .2o/o reduction).

The application of load was continued until cracks 2 to 6 developed within the

constant moment zone at a load resistance of 45.6 kòt. The cracks developed 545 mm,45

mm,225 mm, 390 mm and 915 mm to the left of the right loading point, with heights of

50 mm, 80 mm, 90 mm, 90 mm and 85 mm for cracks 2 to 6 respectively. Crack Vl also

developed outside the constant moment zone once the load resistance reached 45 6 kN.

The position of crack Vl was approximately 60 mm to the left of the left loading point,

and the immediate height of the crack was 100 mm. The load resistance reduced to 43.6

kN (4.9% reduction) and a total midspan deflection of 5.71 mm developed. While these

cracks were developing, crack 1 increased in height by 20 mm.

Loading was continued until cracks 7 and 8 developed within the constant moment

zone and crack V2 developed outside the constant moment zone at a load resistance of

50.6 ld{. Crack 7 developed approximately 200 mm to the left of right loading point with

respect to side A of the slab. Referring to Figure 4.I9, the bottom view of slab S-150-T,

crack 7 is actually an extension of crack 4 as it propagated from side A to side B. Crack 4

also split into two cracks and connected up with crack 5. Crack 8 developed as an

extension ofcracks 2 and 5 as they propagated from side A to side B near the center of

the slab. Crack V2 developed approximately 160 mm to the right of the right loading

point. The immediate crack heights were 90 mm, 85 mm and 105 mm for cracks 7, 8 and
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V2 respectively. Aload resistance reduction of 4.0 kN (9.9% reduced) to 46.6 kN was

observed instantaneously, generating a total deflection of 8.47 mm. Although crack 3

showed negligible change, cracks 1 and 2 increased in height by 10 mm and 20 mm

respectively while cracks 7, 8 and V2 developed.

Cracks V3 and V4 developed after the continuation of loading, and a load

resistance of 55.6 kN was achieved, outside the constant moment zone approximately 280

mm to the left of the left loading point and 290 mm to the right of the right loading point

respectively. The immediate height cracks V3 and V4 were 80 mm and 50 mm

respectively. The load resistance instantly reduced to 52.6 kJlf (7.4% reduced), producing

atotal deflection of 10.51 mm. Increase in heights by 10 mm, 20 mm and 20 mm were

observed in cracks 1,2 and 6 respectively, while cracks V3 and V4 developed.

At a load resistance of 75.6 kl.l, the development of cracks V5 and V6 was

observed within the shear-flexural zone approximately 495 mm to the right of the right

loading point with immediate heights of 110 mm and 100 mm respectively. The load

resistance reduced to 74.6 kN (2.5% reduction), bringing the total deflection to 17.39

îrm. Cracks 5, 7, 8 and Vl all increased in height by 20 mm while the cracks developed.

The other previously existing cracks showed negligible change.

The load was applied again until crack V7 developed in the shear-flexural zone at a

load resistance of 90.6 kN, approximately 535 mm to the right of the right loading point.
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The height of the crack immediately reached 60 mm straight vertical and the load

resistance instantly reduced to 88.6 ld{ (4.9% reduction), producing a total deflection of

22.15 mm. The previously existing cracks all increased in height of varying degrees,

ranging between 10 mm and 20 mm.

Due to the excessive deflections, the load rate was increased to 1.2 mm/min. to

speed up the testing, and the loading was continued. At a load resistance of 95.6 kN,

crack 2 split into two cracks and cracks V8 and V9 developed outside the constant

moment zone approximately 160 mm to the left of the left loading point and 70 mm to the

right of the right loading point respectively. The immediate height of cracks V8 and V9

were 165 mm and 190 mm respectively. The load resistance reduced to 94.6 kN (2.5%

reduction), giving a total deflection of 23.98 mm. Negligible effects were observed in the

remaining existing cracks during the development of cracks V8 and V9.

Loading was continued until a load resistance of I20.6 kN was observed, when the

load rate was once again increased to 2.4 mm/mtn. to speed up the testing. Crack ViO

developed within the shear-flexural zone once the load resistance reached 125.6 kN,

approximately 575 mm to the left of the left loading point with an immediate height of 65

mm. The previously existing cracks all propagated along the position of the embedded

steel mesh while crack V10 was developing.
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The final two cracks, Vl1 and V12, both developed outside the constant moment

zone at load resistances of 130.6 ld.i and 140.6 kl.{ respectively. The positions of cracks

Vl1 and V12 were 30 mm to the left of the left loading point and 450 mm to the right of

the right loading point, with heights of 130 mm and 100 mm respectively.

Once the loadine was continued. excessive deflections occurred until the concrete

above the position of crack 1 crushed within the compression zone at a load resistance of

r55.0 kN.

4.2.r.5 Slab I-200-A

Slab I-200-A consisted of a 1000 mm wide one-way slab with a thickness of 200

mm, producing a cross-sectional area of 200 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab I-200-A is

illustrated in Figure 4.12(e), showing the placement of the reinforcements, which consisted

of five 9.5 mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the loneitudinal direction and 22 - 9.5

mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the transverse direction, fulfilling the requirements

of the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). Slab I-200-A was originally designed to fail by

rupturing of the GFRP bars prior to crushing of the concrete according to the Canadian

Design Code (CSA 1984).

Prior to the initiation of cracking, the slab exhibited linear behaviour as shown in

Figure 4.8, with an initial loading rate of 0.6 mm/min.. Initiation of cracking occurred at a

load resistance of 43.9 kN and a midspan deflection of 1.37 mm. All the cracks that
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developed in slab I-200-A are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. The initial crack, crack 1,

was observed within the constant moment zone approximately 90 mm inside the left

loading point with an immediate height of 125 mm. Once the crack occurred, the load

resistance immediately reduced to 22.0 kN (49.9% reduction).

The application of load was continued until crack 2 developed within the constant

moment zone once the load resistance reached 40.9 ld{ for the second time. The crack

occurred approximately 380 mm inside the right loading point with an immediate height of

180 mm. The load resistance instantly reduced to 28.6 kN (28.0% reduction) and a total

midspan deflection of 10.59 mm developed. While crack 2 was developing, crack 1

increased in height by 55 mm.

Loading was continued until crack 3 developed within the constant moment zone

at a load resistance of 44.4 kN, approximately 120 mm to the left of right loading point

with an immediate height of 170 mm. A reduction in load resistance of 13.8 kN (31.4%

reduction) to 30.6 kN was observed instantaneously, generating a total deflection of 17.02

mm. Cracks 1 and 2 showed negligible changes while crack 3 developed.

Crack 4 developed once the load resistance reached 38.7 ld{ for the third time.

The fourth crack developed within the constant moment zone approximately 250 mm to

the right of the left loading point with an immediate height of 185 mm. The load

resistance instantly reduced to 32.21òl (14.8% reduction), producing atotal deflection of
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20.31 mm. Negligible effects were observed in the previous th¡ee existing cracks while

crack 4 developed.

Once the loading was continued, excessive deflections occurred until the GFRP

bars at the position of crack 2 ruptured in tension at a load of 47.1 tò{

4.2.r.6

Slab I-200-C consisted of a 1000 mm wide one-way slab with a thickness of 200

mm, producingacross-sectional area of 200 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab I-200-C is

illustrated in Figure 4.I2(Ð, showing the placement of the reinforcements, which consisted

of six 15.9 mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the longitudinal direction and 22 - 9.5

mm diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars in the transverse direction, fulfilling the requirements

of the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). Slab I-200-C was originally designed to fail by

crushing of the concrete prior to rupturing of the GFRP bars according to the Canadian

Design Code (CSA 1984).

Prior to the initiation of cracking, the slab exhibited linear behaviour as shown in

Figure 4.9, with an initial loading rate of 0.6 mm/min.. Initiation of cracking occurred at a

load resistance of 44.0 kN and a midspan deflection of 1.23 mm. All the cracks that

developed in slab I-200-C are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.22. The initial crack, crack 1,

was observed within the constant moment zone approximately 360 mm inside the right
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loading point with an immediate height of 165 mm. Once the crack occurred, the load

resistance immediately reduced to 27 .6 kN (37.3% reduction).

The application of load was continued until crack 2 developed within the constant

moment zone at a load resistance of 47.4 lcN, approximately 260 mm inside the left

loading point with an immediate height of 175 mm. The load resistance instantly reduced

to 30.4 kN (38.6% reduction) and a total midspan deflection of 6.01 mm developed.

While crack 2was developing, crack l branched intotwo cracks 10 mm apart, stafting at

the bottom of the slab and ending at the approximate height of the original branch of 165

Írm.

Loading was continued until crack 3 developed within the constant moment zone

at a load resistance of 52.4 kN, approximately 50 mm to the left of right loading point

with an immediate height of 175 mm. A reduction in load resistance of 14.0 ld{ (31.8%

reduction) to 38.4 1cì,1was observed instantaneously, generating a total deflection of 10.00

mm. Although crack 2 showed negligible change, crack I propagated vertically 15 mm

during the development of crack 3.

Crack 4 developed upon the continuation of loading, at a load resistance of 57.9

klr[, within the constant moment zone directly under the left loading point with an

immediate height of 170 mm. The load resistance instantly reduced to 46.4 Id{ (26.1%

reduction), producing a total deflection of 14.29 mm. Cracks 2 and 3 increased in height
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by 10 mm and 15 mm respectively while crack 4 was developing, and negligible effects

were observed in crack 1.

At a load resistance of 63.9 kN, the development of a fifth crack, Vl, was

observed within the shear-flexural zone approximately 180 mm to the right of the right

loading point with an immediate height of 170 mm. The load resistance reduced to 60.5

kN (8.2% reduction), bringing the total deflection to 19.04 mm. Crack 4 increased in

height by 15 mm while the remaining existing cracks show negligible change while the fifth

crack developed.

Loading was applied again until a sixth crack, V2, developed in the shear-flexural

zone at a load resistance of 68.2 kN, approximately 290 mm to the left of the left loading

point. The height of the crack immediately reached 170 mm while the load resistance

reduced to 61.7 ld{ (14.8% reduction), producing a total deflection of 23.40 mm. The

previously existing cracks showed negligible change while crack V2 developed.

At a load resistance of 74.1 kN, due to the excessive deflections, the load rate was

increased to 1.2 mm/min. to speed up the testing, and the loading was continued. At a

load resistance of 88.1 ld{, the seventh crack, crack 5, developed within the constant

moment zone approximately 470 mm to the right of the left loading point with an

immediate height of 150 mm. The load resistance reduced to 81.2 kN (15.7% reduction)

instantly, creating a total deflection of 34.45 mm.
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All the cracks continued to propagate left and right along the position of the

embedded steel mesh as the loading was continued. As the load resistance reached 158.1

kN, excessive shear deformations occurred at the position of crack Y2 and the GFRP bars

ruptured in shear.

4.2.1.7 Slab S-200-T

Slab S-200-T consisted of a 1000 mm wide one-way slab with a thickness of 200

mm, producing a cross-sectional area of 200 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab S-200-T is

illustrated in Figure 4.12(9), showing the placement of the reinforcements, which

consisted of six No. 10 steel rebars in the longitudinal direction and 22 - No. 10 steel

rebars in the transverse direction, fulfilling the requirements of the Canadian Design Code

(CSA 1994). Slab S-200-T was originally designed to fail by yielding of the steel rebars

prior to crushing of the concrete according to the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1984).

Prior to the initiation of cracking, the slab exhibited linear behaviour as shown in

Figure 4.10, with an initial loading rate of 0.6 mm/min.. Initiation of cracking occurred at

a load resistance of 79.0 kN and a midspan deflection of 4.42 mm. All the cracks that

developed in slab S-200-T are shown inFigures 4.20 and4.23. The initial cracks, cracks

I to 4, were observed within the constant moment zone approximately 125 mm, 590 mm,

380 mm and 800 mm to the left of the right loading point, with immediate heights of 150
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mm, 130 mm, 145 mm and 140 mm respectively. Once the cracks occurred, the load

resistance immediately reduced to 74.5lò{ (5.7% reduction).

The application of load was continued until a crack, Vl, developed within the

shear-flexural zone at a load resistance of 88.7 kN, approximately 80 mm to the right of

the right loading point with an immediate height of 145 mm. The load resistance instantly

reduced to 81.1 kN (9.6% reduction) and a total midspan deflection of 6.62 mm

developed. While crack Vl was developing, cracks I to 4 showed negligible change.

Loading was continued until crack V2 developed outside the constant moment

zone at a load resistance of 92.1 kN, approximately 65 mm to the right of right loading

point with an immediate height of 155 mm. A reduction in load resistance of 7.0 kN

(8.9% drop) to 85.1 kN was observed instantaneously, generating a total deflection of

7.89 mm. All of the previously existing cracks showed an average increase in height of

approximately 20 mm.

Cracks 5 and 6 developed, upon achieving the yield load resistance of 101.6 lòI,

within the constant moment zone approximately 640 mm and 260 mm to the left of the

right loading point respectively. The immediate height of both cracks was 140 mm. The

load resistance instantly reduced to 97.1 ld{ (5.6% reduction), producing a total deflection

of I 1.01 mm. At the same load resistance, a crack in the shear-flexural zone, V3, was also

observed, approximately 335 mm to the right of the right loading point, attaining a height
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of 135 mm. Negligible effects were observed in the previously existing cracks while

cracks 5, 6 and V3 developed.

The load rate was increased to I.2 mm/min. once the load resistance reached 104.1

lòI. At a load resistance of 113.4 kN, the development of a tenth crack, V4, was

observed within the shear-flexural zone approximately 310 mm to the left of the Ieft

loading point, with an immediate height of I25 mm. The load resistance reduced to 107.2

kN (7.8% reduction), bringing the total deflection to 29.60 mm. While crack V4 was

developing, the previously existing cracks increased in height by an average of 20 mm with

cracks 1, 3 and 4 branching into two cracks and propagating towards the closest loading

points with respect to each individual crack.

Once again the load rate was increased to 2.4 mm/min. to speed up testing.

Loading was continued until cracks 7, 8 and 9 developed in the constant moment zone, at

a load resistance of 125.7 kN, approximately 580 mm, 55 mm and 965 mm to the right of

the left loading point respectively. The height of cracks 7 to 9 immediately reached 175

mm, 160 mm and 100 mm and the load resistance instantly reduced to 120.9 kN (6.1%

reduction), producing a total deflection of 54.60 mm. Crack 7 was observed only on side

A of the slab. As it propagated to side B, along the bottom of the slab, it connected with

crack 2, as shown in Figure 4.24. Crack V4 increased in height by 35 mm while the

remaining existing cracks showed negligible change as cracks 7 to 9 developed.
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Due to the excessive deflections, the load rate was increased to 3.0 mm/min. to

speed up the testing, and the loading was continued. At a load resistance of 144.0 kN,

crack V5 developed within the shear-flexural zone approximately 460 mm to the right of

the right loading point with an immediate height of 140 mm. The load resistance reduced

to 139.0 kN (6.3% reduction) instantly, creating a total deflection of 116.4 mm. The four

previously existing flexural-shear cracks propagated an average of 40 mm towards their

respective loading points, while the remaining flexural cracks within the constant moment

zone propagated an average 40 mm vertically during the development of crack V5.

The final crack, V6, developed within the shear-flexural zones once the load

resistance reached 152 2 kN. The position of the crack was approximately 490 mm to the

left of the left loading point with an immediate height of 140 mm. The previously existing

cracks all propagated along the position of the embedded steel mesh while the frnal crack

was developing.

Once the loading reached i55.9 kN, excessive deflections occurred until the

concrete in the compression zone above the position of cracks 1 and 6 crushed.
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4.2.t.8 Slab LL-200-C

Slab LL-200-C consisted of a 1000 mm wide one-way slab with a thickness of 200

mm, producing a cross-sectional area of 200 000 mm2. A cross-section of slab LL-200-C

is illustrated in Figure 4.12(h), showing the placement of the reinforcements, which

consisted of six 8.0 mm diameter Leadline-CFRP rods in the longitudinal direction and 33

- 8.0 Ítm diameter Leadline-CFRP rods in the transverse direction, fulfilling the

requirements of the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). Slab LL-200-C was originally

designed to fail by crushing of the concrete prior to rupturing of the CFRP rods according

to the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1984).

Prior to the initiation of cracking, the slab exhibited linear behaviour as shown in

Figure 4. 1 1, with an initial loading rate of 0.6 mm/min.. Initiation of cracking occurred at

a load resistance of 51.0 kN and a midspan deflection of 3.53 mm. All the cracks that

developed in slab LL-200-C are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.25. The initial crack, crack

1, was observed within the constant moment zone approximately 60 mm inside the right

loading point with an immediate height of 160 mm. Once the crack occurred, the load

resistance immediately reduced to 41.1 kN (19.4% reduction).

The application of load was continued until crack 2 developed within the constant

moment zone, at a load resistance of 53.6 lcl.{, approximately 430 mm inside the right

loading point with an immediate height of 180 mm. The load resistance instantly reduced
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to 44.5 ld{ (17.8% reduction) and a total midspan deflection of 8.48 mm developed.

While crack 2 was developing, crack I showed no change in height.

Loading was continued until crack 3 developed within the constant momenr zone,

the second time the load resistance reached 53.2 kN, approximately 200 mm to the right

of left loading point with an immediate height of 175 mm. A reduction in load resistance

of 7.1 kN (13.9% reduction) to 46.1 kN was observed instantaneously, generating a total

deflection of 10.66 mm. Cracks 1 and 2 both propagated vertically approximately 10 mm

while crack 3 was developing.

Crack 4 developed upon the continuation of loading, at a load of 54.6 kN, within

the constant moment zone directly under the Ieft loading point with an immediate height of

155 mm. The load resistance instantly reduced to 52.2kjli. (4.7% reduction), producing a

total deflection of i2. 1 1 mm. Negligible effects were observed in the previously existing

cracks while crack 4 developed.

The load rate was increased to 7.2 mm/min. once the load resistance reached 55.1

klrl. At a load resistance of 58.6 kN, the development of crack 5 was observed within the

constant moment zone approximately 370 mm to the right of the left loading point with an

immediate height of 170 mm. The load resistance reduced to 55.4 ld{ (6.3% reduction),

bringing the total deflection to 14.14 mm. The previously existing cracks showed

negligible change while crack 5 developed.
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The load was applied again until a sixth crack, Vl, developed in the shear-flexural

zone, at a load resistance of 65.5 kN, approximately 290 mm to the right of the right

loading point with a height of 170 mm, An instantaneous reduction in load resistance of

63.2 ld{ (4.5% reduction) was observed, producing a total deflection of 18.10 mm. The

previously existing cracks showed negligible change during the development of crack Vl.

At a load resistance of 74.6 kN, a seventh crack, V2, developed outside the

constant moment zone approximately 220 mm to the left of the left loading point with an

immediate height of 95 mm. The load resistance reduced to 7I.2 kN (6.7% reduction)

instantly, creating a total deflection of 22.16 mm. Negligible effects were observed in the

remaining existing cracks.

Crack V3 developed within the shear-flexural zones once, the load resistance

reached 92.6 kN, approximately 500 rnm to the left of the left loading point with a height

of 175 mm.

The final crack developed, at a load resistance of 147.6 kN, outside the constant

moment zone approximately 500 mm to the right of the right loading point with a height

of 175 mm. All the previously existing cracks propagated excessively in the horizontal

direction while the final crack developed.
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Once the loading reached 259.1 kN, the slab failed as all six rods slipped with

respect to the left end of the slab. Just prior to the failure load, bond cracks were

observed on the bottom of the slab along the position of three of the six rods. Once the

failure occurred, bond cracks \ilere observed along the bottom of the slab at the position

of all six rods starting at crack 4 and continuing to the left end of the slab.

4.2.2 Crack Widths

The crack widths of the cracks developed within the constant moment zone of all

eight slabs were measured and recorded, and are shown in Figure 4.26 to 4.31, with the

exception of slabs I-150-B and I-200-4. These slabs developed crack widths equal to or

greater than 1.0 mm immediately after the initiation of the first cracks.

4.2.3 Strains

4.2.3.1 Strains at Top of Slabs

The compressive strains in the outer most compression fibres of the concrete slabs,

top of the slabs, within the flexural zone was recorded during testing through the use of

manual DEMEC point readings. The load-compression strain behaviour is presented, with

the average values of the th¡ee zones of DEMEC point stations along the top of the slabs,

(refer to Figures 3.9 for DEMEC point stations and zones) and are presented in Figures

4.32to 4.39.
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4.2.3.2 Strains at Level of Reinforcements

The load-tensile strain behaviour at the reinforcement level of all eight slabs was

recorded using electrical resistant strain gauges, with the exception of specimens S-150-T

and S-200-T, which were attached directly to the ISOROD-GFRP bars and Leadline-

CFRP rods, and by manual DEMEC point readings within the flexural zone of the slabs

(refer to Figure 3 .7 and Figure 3.8 for Strain Gauge positions and DEMEC point stations).

The average load-tensile strain behaviour at the level of reinforcement using this data is

presented in Figures 4.40 to 4.47. Nl individual data including all DEMEC point readings

and strain gauge readings are presented in a technical report prepared at the University of

Manitoba (Michaluk I 995)

4.2.4 Bond Slippage of Reinforcements

The lone slab which displayed any slippage during the testing was slab LL-200-C.

The Leadline reinforcement slipped considerably, over 100 mm, at the left end of the slab

with respect to side A as the ultimate load resistance of 259.i kN was achieved. At the

ultimate load, bond cracks were observed at the bottom of the slab at all six Leadline

CFRP rod positions, beginning at the extreme left end of the slab and ending at the

position of crack 4 (1250 mm in total length). The load resistance immediately reduced to

approximately 40 kN. The observed bond failure cracks and slippage of the CFRP rods

are shown in Figures 4.48 and 4.49.



4.2.5 Failwe Modes

The predicted and observed ultimate loads and failure modes for all eight slabs are

presented in Table 4.4. Figtres 4.50 to 4.57 present all eight slabs in their final positions

after achieving their respective failure loads.
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Table 4.3: Tensile properties of Leadline CFRP rods (Abdelrahman 1995)'
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Figure 4.3: Tensile stress-strain behaviour of Leadline-CFRP rods.
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Figure 4.17: Bottom view of slab i-150-C after failure.
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Figure 4.18: Crack patterns of slab S-150-T.
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Figure 4.20. Crack patterns of the 200 mm thick slabs
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Figure 4.32: Load-compression strain behaviour at the top of slab I-150-4.
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Figure 4.33.Load-compression strain behaviour at the top of slab I-150-8.
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Figure 4.36.Load-compression strain behaviour at top of slab I-200-4.
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Figure 4.38: Load-compression strain behaviour at top of slab S-200-T.
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Figure 4 .39: Load-compression strain behaviour at top of slab LL-200-C.
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Figure 4.40:Load-tensile strain behaviour at the reinforcement level of slab I-150-4.
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Figure 4.43:Load-tensile strain behaviour at the reinforcement level of slab S-150-T.
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Figure 4.44 Load-tensile strain behaviour at the reinforcement level of slab I-200-4.
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Figure 4.46.Load-tensile strain behaviour at the reinforcement level of slab S-200-T.
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Figure 4.47:Load-tensile strain behaviour at the reinforcement level of slab LL-200-C.
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Figure 4.48: Bond cracks at left end of slab LL-200-C alier fàilLrre
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Figure 4.49: CFRP lod slippage at lefÌ end of slab LL-200-C
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Figure 4.50: Failure position of slab I-150-4.
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Figure 4.56: Failure position of slab S-200-T.
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CHAPTER

5.0

DISCUSSION OF'

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

GENERAL

In this chapter, the flexural behaviour of all eight slabs tested in this program is

discussed. The observed experimental results, presented previously in Chapter 4, are

used to describe the flexural behaviour, crack patterns and the modes of failure of all

eight slabs. A comparison between the behaviours of the GFRP reinforced slabs, and

the steel and CFRP reinforced slabs is also made.

5.1 FLEXURAL BEHAVIOUR

In general, all the ISOROD reinforced slabs exhibited linear behaviour prior to

cracking, followed by sudden, wide and deep cracks, accompanied by large deflections.

Test results and observed modes of failure for the slabs tested in this program are given
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in Table 4.4.It should be noted that prior to failure of all the FRP reinforced slabs gave

an ample warning effect through large deflections and extensive cracking.

The load-deflection behaviour of the 150 mm thick slabs reinforced by three

reinforcement ratios of ISOROD and one slab reinforced by steel reinforcements, are

shown in Figure 5.1. In comparison to the slab reinforced by the same steel

reinforcement ratio, the behaviour of the slab reinforced by ISOROD bars indicates a

significant reduction in stiffness after the initiation of the first crack. This behaviour is

attributed to the low elastic modulus of GFRP bars in comparison to steel

reinforcements. This characteristic caused significantly large crack widths and depths

for all slabs reinforced bv ISOROD reinforcements. Since the slabs were tested under a

stroke control condition, initiation of the cracks is reflected by large reductions in the

load resistance, and consequently the obvious step-wise behaviour, shown in Figure 5.1,

as the cracks develop. This behaviour is reflected by the large values, given in Table

4.4, of the average drop in the load resistance, AP, to the load corresponding to the

initiation of the first crack, P,,, foÍ the slabs reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP bars, in

comparison to the slabs reinforced by steel.

Slabs I-150-A and I-150-B failed due to rupture of the reinforcements. Slab

I-150-C was designed to fail by crushing of the concrete. However, this slab failed

prematurely due to the shear failure of the ISOROD-GFRP bars at the location of a

major crack outside the constant moment zone, as shown in Figure 5.2. The steel
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reinforced slab, S-150-T, behaved classically by reduction in the stifüress after the

initiation of the first crack, yielding, reflected by the measured large deflections, and

failure due to the crushing of the concrete in the compression zone at a location within

the constant moment zone of the slab.

Based on the behaviour described above, the experimental program was revised

to test only two 200 mm thick slabs reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP bars, slabs I-200-A

and I-200-C. These slabs were designed to fail by rupture of the ISOROD-GFRP

reinforcements and crushing of the concrete respectively. Along with the control slab

reinforced by steel reinforcements, a fourth slab, 200 mm thick reinforced by CFRP

reinforcements, was included into the program. The CFRP reinforced slab was

originally designed to fail by crushing of the concrete, to observe if a premature shear

failure, observed in the over-reinforced GFRP slabs, would occur.

The load-deflection behaviour of the two-200 mm thick slabs reinforced by

ISOROD-GFRP, and the slab reinforced by steel are shown in Figure 5.3. Slab I-200-A

failed by rupture of the ISOROD reinforcements. Slab I-200-C failed prematurely due

to shear failure of the ISOROD-GFRP bars at the location of a major diagonal crack

outside the constant moment zone, as shown in Figure 5.4. The steel reinforced slab,

S-200-T, failed, as designed, by crushing of the concrete in the compression zone.
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The load-deflection behaviour of th¡ee slabs reinforced by similar reinforcement

ratios using GFRP, CFRP and steel reinforcements, are shown in Figure 5.5. The slab

reinforced by Leadline reinforcements, LL-200-C, designed to fail by crushing of the

concrete, failed due to slippage of the Leadline reinforcements at one end of the slab.

The flexural bond strength of the Leadline reinforcement at failure is estimated to be 4.6

MPa, which is similar to the values measured by tests done at the University of Manitoba

(Domenico et al 1996), and less than the flexural bond strength of steel reinforcements.

However, the ultimate load was significantly higher than the other two slabs, due to the

relatively high tensile strength of the CFRP rods in comparison to the GFRP and steel

reinforcements, as given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The measured ultimate tensile stress in

the Leadline rods during testing approached 3000 MP4 which is well above the

guaranteed ultimate tensile strength value of 1950 MPa, as shown in Table 3.3, and used

in the original design of the slab. These values are in agreement with measured values

obtained in tests done at the University of Manitoba (Abdelrahman 1995). The higher

stress levels account for the unexpected level of bond stresses achieved during testing,

and thus, the unexpected failure of the Leadline reinforced slab due to slippage of the

reinforcements.

CRACK PATTERNS

Crack patterns of the 150 mm thick slabs reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP and

steel reinforcements are shown in Fizure 4.13. Averased measured first crack widths

and spacings for all the slabs tested in this program are given in Table 5.1. Crack widths

s.2
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were recorded, as explained in Chapter 3 and presented in Chapter 4, but in order to

obtain the actual first crack widths at the cracking loads for each slab, a linear regression

of the recorded crack widths, as shown in Figures 5.6 to 5.10, is performed. Although

the crack widths for slabs I-150-B and I-200-A were not monitored through the use of a

microscope, the first crack widths could still be obtained through the use of DEMEC

point station readings at the level of reinforcements, and are presented in Table 5.1. Due

to a malfunction in the load cell, slab I-150-C was cracked prior to testing at an

unknown load. Therefore, the first crack width was estimated using the second crack

that developed in slab (i.e. the first crack that developed during testing). Since there

were insufficient crack width measurements using the microscope for slab I-150-C, the

first crack width was also estimated using DEMEC point statión readings at the level of

reinforcements. The averaged first crack widths for the 150 mm thick slabs reinforced

by ISOROD reinforcements were larger than 1.0 mm, which is significantly higher than

the allowable value of 0.33 mm specified by the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). In

Table 5.1, the averaged first crack widths, w1p, of the tested ISOROD-GFRP reinforced

slabs are compared to the first crack widths, w1s, of the slabs of similar thickness and

reinforced by steel. In comparing slabs I-150-C and S-150-T, which had similar

reinforcement ratios, the large crack widths which developed in the ISOROD reinforced

slab averaged almost 19 times those developed in the steel reinforced slab. The larger

crackwidthsresultinanaveragecrackspacing of 242 mmforthe l50mmthickslabs

reinforced by ISOROD reinforcements, which is 2.3 times that observed for the similar

slab reinforced by steel reinforcements. Since no slip was observed at the two ends of
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the slabs, the large spacing of the cracks is not only due to the low elastic modulus of

the reinforcement material. but also reflects a loss of bond between the concrete and the

ISOROD reinforcements between the cracks. This could be triggered by possible

debonding of the outer spiral layer of the glass fibre wrapped around the core of the

ISOROD reinforcements.

This debonding phenomenon was observed during testing of reinforced concrete

tension specimens using ISOROD reinforcements at the University of Manitoba (Clegg

and Markos 1995), as shown in Figure 5 11(a). These tension specimens consisted of a

single ISOROD bar embedded in concrete subjected to axial load through two cantilever

ends, as shown in Figure 5.11(b). Separation and breaking of the deformations from the

ISOROD bar surface during tension tests was also reported by others (Malvar 1995).

Crack patterns of the 200 mm thick slabs reinforced with ISOROD-GFRP, steel

and Leadline-CFRP reinforcements are shown in Figure 4.18. Similarly, the crack

spacing for slabs reinforced with GFRP bars were significantly larger in comparison to

slabs reinforced by CFRP and steel reinforcements. The average first crack widths for

slabs I-200-A and I-200-C were 1 .3 I 0 mm and 0 .562 mm respectively, which exceed the

allowable limit value of 0.33 mm specified by the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994).

The average first crack width for slab I-200-A is over 14 times those observed in the

steel reinforced slab, S-200-T, which has a similar reinforcement ratio. Once again, this

behaviour is obviously due to the low elastic modulus of ISOROD-GFRP in comparison
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to the elastic modulus of the steel reinforcements. Cracks were observed developing

outside the constant moment zone in all the slabs tested in this program except in slab

I-200-4.

5.3 MODES OF FAILURE

5.3.1 GFRP Reinforced Slabs

Slabs I-200-45 I-150-B and I-150-A all failed by rupturing of the ISOROD bars

within the constant moment zone. The measured strains in the ISOROD reinforcements

at the level of the reinforcements were lower than the expected ultimate strain of

ISOROD reinforcements, resulting in lower than predicted ultimate loads, as previously

shown in Table 4.4. The load-strain behaviour for the strain at the level of

reinforcements, measured using six DEMEC point stations and two electrical strain

gauges per ISOROD bar within the constant moment zone, for these slabs is shown in

Figures 4.44, 4.41 and 4.40 respectively. Failure by rupturè of the ISOROD-GFRP

reinforcements within the constant moment zone, at strain levels lower than the ultimate

strain levels achieved in tension tests, suggests that a reduction in strength of the

ISOROD bars occurred during testing. As previously mentioned, and shown in Table

4.4, at the cracking load, slabs reinforced with ISOROD-GFRP reinforcements displayed

large, sudden and deep cracks, producing a large reduction in load resistance, ./P. The

sudden impact caused by the transfer of tensile forces from the concrete to the

ISOROD-GFRP bars at the time of cracking, could create localized failure of the
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the ISOROD-GFRP bars, impeding the ISOROD-GFRP reinforcements achieving the

ultimate tensile strengths obtained during tension tests. Using strain compatibility and

the measured ultimate loads, the percentage of the ultimate tensile stresses of the

ISOROD bars achieved at the level of reinforcement during testing, or,"*/opu, of slabs

I-200-Ai I-150-A and I-150-B were calculated to be 76.80/0,9s.4% and 81.0olo,

respectively. In Figure 5.12, load-deflection curves with similar scales for the three

aforementioned slabs are presented in ascending order with respect to their bar

diameters and percentage of reinforcements. All three slabs exhibit fairly linear

behaviour after the initiation of cracking, as shown by the load-deflection envelope in

Figure 5.12. As the bar diameters are increased from 9.5 mm,to r2.7 mm, Figure

5.12(a) and 5 l2(b), the percentage of achieved tensile stresses at the level of

reinforcements increases from 76.8% to 95.4o/o of the ultimate tensile stress. This

results in a reduction of the step-wise behaviour in the coresponding load-deflection

curves, suggesting a reduction in the amount of localized failure of individual fibers of

the ISOROD-GFRP bars. In accordance to the percentage of ultimate tensile stress

achieved, the observed ultimate loads are closer to the predicted ultimate loads for the

slabs achieving a higher percentage of the ultimate tensile stress at the level of

reinforcements, as shown in Table 4.4. When the ISOROD bar diameter is increased

from 12.7 mm to 15.9 mm, in slabs I-200-A and I-150-A respectively, as shown in

Figure 5.12(b) and 5.12(c), the achieved percentage of ultimate tensile stress at the level

of reinforcements decreases from95.4o/o to 81.0% Unlike steel rebars, GFRP bars are

made ofthousands of layers of glass fibers. As shown inFigure 5.13, the actual stresses
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due to interlaminate shear lag leads to the development of a central region of the GFRP

bar which is virtually unstressed. Thus, decreasing the effective area of the GFRP

reinforcement, and in turn, increasing the tensile stresses in the remaining fibers within

the GFRP bar. Figure 5.12 suggests that increases in the ISOROD bar diameter above

12.7 mm results in a reduction of ISOROD-GFRP bar strength due to interlaminate

shear lag, therefore, lower ultimate tensile stress levels are achieved in the larger

diameter ISOROD-GFRP bars. This phenomenon was also observed during tension

tests done by others (Malvar 1995) on GFRP bars, including ISOROD reinforcements.

These findings lead to the development of a proposed tensile force equation,

based on Equation 1, which will account for the tensile behaviour of ISOROD-GFRP

bars as reinforcement in concrete members.

T=p,prAror, IkN] Eqn. 5.1

The material factors, B1 and Ê2, âccount for the reductions in tensile strengths of the

GFRP bars due to the diameter effect and the general behaviour of the specific type of

GFRP bar while embedded in concrete. The material factor to account for the diameter

effect, ßt, is based on the reduction of stressed area of the GFRP bar due to

interlaminate shear lag, and is determined by tension tests. The material factor to

account forthe general behaviour of the specific type of GFRP bar (i.e. ISOROD), 82,

depends on the reinforcement ratio, and is based on the manufacturing process of the

bar, the type of resins used, the type of deformations and the bond strengfh of the GFRP
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bar. Determination of material factor p2 is achieved by bending tests of the specific

GFRP bar in concrete specimens.

Due to the 25o/o reduction in ultimate tensile strensth observed in slab I-200-A

which had a reinforcement ratio of 0.230o/o, further testing should be done to obtain a

minimum reinforcement ratio for GFRP reinforced concrete members, pr*n, based on

fl exural desisn conditions.

The two ISOROD reinforced slabs originally designed to fail by crushing of the

concrete, I-150-C and I-200-C, failed prematurely by shear of the ISOROD-GFRP bars

at the location of a major crack in the flexural-shear zone. These failures were deemed

premature, since the measured ultimate shear loads of 37.3 kN and 79.1 kN for slabs

I-150-C and I-200-C respectively, are significantly lower than shear capacities predicted

by the Canadian Design Code (CSA 1994). The Canadian Design Code equation, based

on Equation 2, predicts shear capacities of 169.0 kN and 250.2 kN respectively.

csA cANs-A23. 3-Mea [SIJ :

v" = olt[Ib*d [¡/] Eqn. 5.2

The diagonal shear cracks for both specimens, shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.4, were

significantly wide and deep. Failure occurred due to rupture of the ISOROD-GFRP bars

at the location of the cracks due to dowel action, as shown in Figure 5.14. The
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measured crack widths, in both slabs, prior to failure was approximately l5 mm, and

extended vertically almost the entire depth of the slab, leaving a compression zone depth

of approximately 15 mm. The large width and depth of the cracks virtually eliminates

any shear resistance that could be provided along the cracks due to aggregate

interlocking and allows for only a very small shear resistance within the reduced

compression zone. As a result, the remaining shear resistance was provided mainly by

the dowel action of the ISOROD bars across the cracks, causing the premature failure

described.

The dowel strength of the ISOROD reinforcements is estimated to range from

7 .5%o to 13.8% of the ultimate tensile strength, based on the experimental results of slabs

I-150-C and I-200-C This range of dowel strength agrees with the value of 8.7Yo of the

ultimate tensile strength, obtained for the dowel strength of ISOROD bars at the

University of Manitoba (Grieef 1996).

Further comparisons of the measured ultimate shear loads of slabs I-150-C and

I-200-C can be made with respect to the shear capacity equations from the ACI Design

Code (ACI 1990), based on Equations 5.3 and 5.4, the Japanese Society of Civil

Engineers (JSCE) Design Code 1984 (JSCE 1984), based on Equation 5.5, the

recommendation by Machida (1996) for the JSCE 1996 Design Code, based on

Equation 5.6, and the Comité Euro-International du Béton and Fédération Internationale
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de la Précontrainte (CEB-FIP) Design Code (CEB-FIP 1978), based on Equation 5.7,

and are presented as the unmodified equations in Figures 5. i5 and 5.16.

ACI Clause 11.3.2.1 [SIJ:

tNl Eqn. 5.3v"

where: v'd 
= d/

M, /a

,"=(flu-o tNl

JSCE 1e8a ISIJ:

v" = 0.94flr(, * þo + þ o + p,)ø*a tksl

where: p, = \Fo%- I > o (d in [cntJ)

Þo=1[toop-]<0.73

Þ, =M/¡ao, t

ACI Clause I 1. 3. 1. I [SIJ :

( M. = decontpression moment

Mo = applied moment at section)

Eqn. 5.4

Eqn.5.5

Í: [o%.,,J
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Machida (JSCE 1ee6) [SIJ:

V" = o.9FoF o},f:%b*d, tkel Eqn. 5.6

where: þo = \Fo%< Ls (d in [cm])

þ, ='JtW < t.s

P" = / *Mfio= z.o (M" = decompression moment

M¿ = applied moment at section)

fJ [r/^']

CEB-FIP ISIJ:

v" = roorc(t + Sop)b*d tN I Eqn. 5.7

v'here: r Rd = 0.00542(f: - 50) + 5 (fo, .f: > 50 MPa)

rc=t.6-d>r.0 (din¡m¡)
p > 0.02

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show that all of the shear capacity equations drastically

overestimate the shear capacities of slabs I-150-C and I-200-C. Due to the large

difference in the elastic modulus values of GE'RP reinforcements, Ep, and steel rebars, E,,

Equations 5.2 to 5.7 can be modified to include the ratio of the two elastic modulii,

ErÆ,.

The two proposed shear modification methods, using the EpÆ, ratio applied to

Equations 5.2 to 5.7, are explained and compared in the following sections.
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5.3.1.1 Proposed Shear Modification Method 1

The shear capacity equation, V", is based on the shear strength contributions

from the concrete in the compression zone, the aggregate interlock along the crack and

the dowel action of the longitudinal reinforcement, as illustrated in Figure 5.17

(MacGregor 1988). Due to the low elastic modulus of GFRP, larger and deeper cracks

develop in the GFRP reinforced concrete slabs in comparison to the steel reinforced

concrete slabs. This results in a reduced compression zone and loss of aggregate

interlock. Therefore, the first modification method, labeled Modified i on Figures 5.15

and 5.16, considers the EeÆ, ratio as a multiplication factor to be applied to the entire

shear capacity equations, Equations 5.2 to 5.7. This results in Equations 5.8 to 5.13.

CSA CANî-A23.3-Me4 (Modified 1) ISIJ:

lr'\ -v"=o2lL2)rlf"t"¿ [¡/]

,[-.f:o-¿ tNl

Eqn.5.8

Eqn.5.9

A

r/-f c-

'odífied 1) [SI]:

ln \l:zlt ¿<0.s.\8") -

CI Clause

(-

llr:*t't-
\.

(M,

ll
l(
ï

2.1 t

U
M,

11.3.

(
t0pl
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ACI Clause 11.3.1.1 (ModíJied 1) [SI]:

( f",\/- \
v" =l!+ll ?ln"¿ tN I Eqn. 5.10- \ 6 )\E') -

JSCE 1e8a (Modified 1) ISIJ:

y" = 0.e4n!r(, *þo+ ßo * O")[E")u-o ¡ke] Eqn. 5.11

Machidø (JSCE 1996) (Modified 1) ISIJ:

,,lp \
V" = 0.eÊoÊo0"fJ"[3E.Jb*d tkg] Eqn. 5.12

CEB-FIP (Modified 1) [SIJ:

v"=roorc(t*sop)(flt-a tNl Eqn.5.l3
\L')

5.3.1.2 Proposed Shear Modification Method 2

Proposed by Machida (1996), the second modification method, labeled Modified

2 on Figures 5.15 and 5. 16, considers only the reduction in shear capacity due to the

impact of the elastic modulus on the reinforcement ratio. Therefore, the multiplication

factor of EeÆ, is applied only to the reinforcement ratio, p, portion of the shear capacity

equations, Equations 5.2 to 5.7, resulting in Equations 5.14 to 5.19.
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CSA CAN3-A23.3-M9a (Modified 2) ISIJ: (no change from Method 1)

lp \ 
-v" = o2lî:)rlÍ"u"¿ [N] Eqn.5.14

ACI Cløuse 11.3.2.1 (Modífied 2) ISIJ:

ACI Clause 11.3.1.1 (ModiJied 2) [SI]: (no change from Method 1)

( lt,\( tr \
v" =l !+ll'+ln"a t N l" \. 6 )\8,) '

JSCE ß8a (ModiJied 2) [SIJ:

y" = o.94fJr(, *þo + Fn + F,)u*a

b*d .O.3Jfjb*d tNl Eqn. 5.15

Eqn. 5.16

Eqn. 5.17lkel

I r'l
{,rro[ËJ 

- ] <073

^lr *rrro l&9ll+lt^c ' '-"" (M,r[EJ
,
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Machída (JSCE 1ee6) (ModiJíed 2) ISIJ:

v" = o.eooo,o,r:z[ff)u-a tke] Eqn.5.18

where: u,=iþro(fi) =r,

CEB-FIP (Modíjïed 2) [SI]:

v. =,**[r.soo[]])o-o Eqn.5.19

5.3. I .3 Comparison of Proposed Shear Modifications

The measured ultimate shear loads were compared for slabs I-150-C and I-200-C

with respect to their corresponding shear capacities using the modified equations,

Equations 5.8 to 5.19, are also shown in Figures 5.15 and,5.16. The equations modified

by method 1, Equations 5.8 to 5.13, more accurately predicted the shear capacities of

slabs I-150-C and I-200-C, and in most cases conservatively, than the unmodified

equations, Equations 5.2 to 5.7. The equations modified by method 2, proposed by

Machida (1996), Equations 5.14 to 5.19, improved the estimated shear capacity of the

original design code equations, but remained drastically overestimated.

tNl
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5.3.2 CFRP and Steel Refurforced Slabs

The slab reinforced by Leadline, originally designed to fail by crushing of the

concrete, failed due to slippage of the bars at one end of the slab at a load level of 259.1

lcltt. Crushing of the concrete was ultimately achieved upon reloading the slab to a load

level of 190.6 kN.

Slabs reinforced with steel rebars behaved classically by yielding of the rebars

followed by crushing of the concrete.

5.4 FLEXLIRAL ANALYSIS PROCEDIIRE

The tested slabs were analyzed by the strain compatibility approach to predict the

flexural response up to failure. Following common procedure, as described in many text

books (Collins and Mitchell 1991), the analysis is based on the following assumptions:

l.) The concrete is subjected to axial strains only.

2.) The strains are uniform over the width of the section.

3.) The strains are linear over the depth of the section (i.e. plane section

remains plane).

4.) Tension stiffening is ignored, due to the large crack widths which

develop in FRP reinforced concrete members.
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Due to the significant amount of calculations necessary to predict the full flexural

response, the analysis procedure was completed using a computer program, according to

the following steps:

1.) A strain at the extreme compression fibre of the concrete is assumed.

2.) A neutral axis depth is assumed.

3.) The internal forces in the compression and the tension zones, based on

the tensile strains at the level of reinforcements, are determined, as shown

in Figure 5.18.

4.) The equilibrium of the section is checked according to Equation 5.20.

!.f"*"+!f,de,=o
Ac ñP

Eqn. 5.20

where:

.f " 
= corcrete stressin contpressiott.

A" = dres of concrete'

fp = stressin FRP'

Ar = drea of FRP re inf orcements.

5.) The assumption of the neutral axis depth is revised until equilibrium is

satisfied.

6.) The internal moment of the section, based on Equation 5.2i, is

calculated.
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I .f", dA" + ! ¡, , dA, = t¡l
Ac AF

<Þ=A
C

Eqn. 5.21

where:

/ = distance,measured fronttheneutral axis.

M = bendingmonrent.

7.) The concrete strain in the extreme compression fibres is increased, and

steps 2 to 6 are repeated.

8.) The moment-curvature relationship is calculated, ignoring the tension

stiffening at every strain increment, based on Equation 5.22.

Eqn. 5.22

where:

@ = cutttctture aÍ a given strain increntent.

E 
" = concrele slrain at the extreme contpression f bres.

c = neutral æÌs depth frontthe extreme compression fibres.

The cracking moment was calculated based on Equation 5.23.
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M",=f^I'
Ia

Eqn. 5.23

where:

M", = crackingntoment

f ̂
 
= rupture strengthof concrete.

I, = ntoment of inertia based on gro,ss sec tional properties.

lu = neutral æis depth front tension side.

5.4.2 Failure Criteria

As with steel reinforced one-way concrete slabs, the three modes of failure of

GFRP and CFRP reinforced concrete one-way slabs are: rupture of the reinforcements,

crushing of the concrete and; simultaneous rupture of the reinforcements and crushing of

the concrete. Therefore, the failure modes of the slabs are dependent on the strains in

the extreme compression fibres and at the level of the reinforcements. Rupture of the

FRP reinforcements occurs when the strains at the level of the reinforcements reach the

ultimate tensile strains, as presented in Tables 3.2 and3.3 for the ISOROD-GFRP and

Leadline-CFRP reinforcements, while the strain in the extreme compression fibres

remains below the ultimate compression strain value for concrete. Crushing of the

concrete occurs when the extreme compression fibres in the slab reach the ultimate

concrete compression strain value, while the strains in the FRP reinforcements remain in

the elastic range. Simultaneous rupture of the FRP reinforcements and crushing of the

concrete occurs when the strains at the level of reinforcements and the extreme
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compression fibres reach the ultimate tensile and compression values, respectively, at the

same time.

5.5 MATERTAL MODELING

The four materials used in the study were concrete, ISOROD-GFRP bars,

Leadline-CFRP rods and steel rebars. Modeling of the materials was based on measured

values from the control specimens and the analytical models based on the available

literature.

5.5.1 Concrete

The stress-strain relationship of the concrete was modeled based on a parabolic

relationship, as shown in Figure 5.19. Through the use of stress-block factors cr,r ând Fr,

introduced by Collins and Mitchell (1991), the actual non-linear stress distributions can

be simplified to equivalent uniform stress distributions. The determination of the stress-

block factors cÍ,r and Êr are made so that the magnitude and location of the resultant

forces, for a given compressive stress distrib,.rtion, are the same in the equivalent uniform

stress distribution as in the actual distribution, by using the integrals based on Equations

5.24 and 5.25.

lJ"udy=a,.f!þ,cb Eqn. 5.24
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y= l,t"øtø =c-0.5þtc Eqn. 5.25

Eqn. 5.26

E qn. 5 .27

Further simplifications are made for these integrals for a parabolic stress-strain curve and

a constant width, resulting in Equations 5.26 and 5.27.

!,t" n at'

o,þ,=T

4 -'"/,ø,=;q:

":=t

-f f e ì
-t-l
3 \ell

where:

E 
" = concrete strain for a given loading condition.

E'" = concrete strain cotespondittg to the max intum stress.

The concrete strain corresponding to the maximum stress, r'", obtained during

concrete cylinder tests, as given in Table 3.1, can also be calculated using an equation

introduced by Park and Paulay (1975), based on Equation 5.28.

Eqn.5.28
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The rupture strength of concrete was assumed according to the Canadian Design

Code (CSA 1994), based on Equation 5.29.

-f 
^ 

= 0.6{I Eqn. 5.29

The concrete strength in tension was neglected after the initiation of cracking

5.5.2 ISOROD-GFRP Bars

The stress-strain behaviour of the ISOROD-GFRP bars is assumed to be

elastically linear up to failure. Based on strengths reported by Chaallal and Benmokrane

(1993), the ultimate tensile strength, strain and elastic modulus values of 690 MPa,

I.767% and 4I.3 GPa were used. It should be noted that based on tests done at the

University of Manitoba (Grieef 1996), the ultimate tensile strains and elastic modulus

values were observed to be 1.414% and 45 GPa.

5.5.3 Leadline-CFRP Rods

The stress-strain behaviour of the Leadline-CFRP rods is assumed to be

elastically linear up to failure. The manufacturing company reported guaranteed values

of 1950 lvPa, T.3Yo and 147 GPa for the ultimate tensile strength, strain and elastic

modulus respectively. These values were used for analysis purposes. However, tests

done at the University of Manitoba (Abdelrahman 1995) have found that the ultimate
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tensile strength could be as high as 2950 MPa and the ultimate tensile strain could reach

as high as 2.0o/o. The values reported by the University of Manitoba (Abdelrahman

1995) produced more accurate results with respect to the observed flexural response of

the tested slab reinforced bv Leadline-CFRP rods.

5.5.4 Steel Rebars

The tensile properties of the lOM and l5M steel rebars were based on tension

tests, as explained in Chapter 2, and are given in Chapter 4. The yield strenEh and

strain used in analysis were 435 MPa and 0.25% respectively. An elastic modulus value

of 177 GPa was also used based on these tension tests. A rupture strain of 8.0Yo at a

strength of 700 MPa was used for the ultimate rupture strengths.

).o DEFLECTION PREDICTION

The deflection was calculated using integration of the curvature at many sections

along the slab span, and without accounting for the tension stiffening. The curvature

was calculated using the strain compatibility, as described in previous sections. The self-

weight of the slabs was also accounted for in the final calculation of the midspan

deflections.

The moment-curvature relationship is calculated for every slab without

accounting for the tension stiffening. For each load increment, the curvature at different

sections along the entire length of the slab is determined up to failure load using a
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computer program. The deflection is determined by integration of the curvature from

the support to the midspan section to obtain the maximum deflection due to the specified

load. The curvature integration was performed numerically using Equation 5.30, as

illustrated in Figure 5.20.

a=rg.I+r¿I"r¿r.
2

Eqn. 5.30

For this project, the integration was performed for 40 sections along half the slab span.

The curvature was calculated without accounting for tension stiffening, based on

the slope of the strain diagram obtained at each load increment, as described in previous

sections.
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Table 5.1: Crack widths and spacing

Slab
,.,1'P,

.;o/o

It1¡ Of
¡lll13 

,

,,mm

wq/wri

.,.r '. :1: 
... lt

,'.,,s"*,

'.
,:'IIlIll

sa,/s",

s-1s0-T 0.962 0.063 1.0. 97 1.0

r,150-A 0.487 1.185 18.8 231 2.4

I-150'B 0.764 1.180 18.7 273 2.8

,',I:150-C 0.955 1.190 18.9 223 2.3

s.200-T 0.390 0.090 1.0 119 1.0

r-200-A 0.230 1.310 14.6 283 2.4

r.200-c 0.774 0.562 6.2 236 2.0

LL-200-C 0.303 0.506 5.ó 220 1.8
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Figure 5. I : Midspan load-deflection diagram for the 150 mm thick slabs.

Figure 5.2: Failure crack at left end of slab I-150-C.
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Figure 5.3: Midspan load-deflection diagram for 200 mm thick slabs reinforced by
GFRP and steel reinforcements.

Figure 5.4: Failure crack at left end of slab I-200-C
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Figure 5.5: Midspan load-deflection diagram for slabs with similiar
reinforcement ratios of GFRP.CFRP and steel reinforcements.
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Figure 5.6: Average and maximum crack width measurements for slab I-150-4.
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FigUre 5.7. Average and maximum crack width measurements for slab I-200-C.
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Figure 5.8. Average and maximum crack width measurements for slab S-150-T.
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Figure 5.10: Average and maximum crack width measurements for slab LL-200-C.
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Figure 5.1i(a). Debonding of the outer wrapping of the ISOROD bar.

Figure 5. i 1(b): Concrete tension specimen.
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Figure 5.12(a). Load-deflection curve of slab I-200-4.
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Figure 5.12(b): Load-deflection curve of slab I-150-4.
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Figure 5.12(c). Load-deflection curve of slab I-150-8.
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Figure 5. 14: Shear rupture of ISOROD bar at the failure crack of slab I-200-C.
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Figure 5.18: Strain compatibility of concrete members reinforced with GFRP bars.
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Figure 5.19: Stress-strain relationship of the concrete in compression.
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Figure 5.20: Numerical integration of the curvature for deflection calculation.



CHAPTER

SUMMARYAND
CONCLUSIONS

6.0 SUMMARY

Eight one-way reinforced concrete slabs, with clear spans of 3000 mm,

were tested under static loading conditions. Five slabs were reinforced by ISOROD-

GFRP bars, two reinforced with conventional steel rebars and one slab reinforced with

Leadline-CFRP rods. Behaviour of the specimens prior to. and after cracking was

monitored, including midspan deflections, crack widths and spacing. Test results

provide a guide towards the development of design codes which will address the use of

GFRP bars as reinforcement for structural concrete members.

6.T CONCLUSIONS

Based on the experimental results and the observed behaviour, the following

conclusions may be made:
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1.) Behaviour of the FRP-reinforced specimens throughout the testing was

bilinearly elastic until failure. Stiffiress of the slabs reinforced by ISOROD-GFRP

reinforcements is significantly reduced after initiation of cracks in comparison to the

slabs reinforced by steel rebars.

2.) The slab behaviour exhibits adequate warning prior to failure through

large and deep cracks, accompanied by large deformations for slabs reinforced by

ISOROD-GFRP bars. Crack widths and deflections of slabs reinforced by ISOROD-

GFRP reinforcements are significantly larger than comparable slabs with the same

percentage of reinforcement using steel and Leadline-CFRP reinforcements. This is due

to the low elastic modulus of GFRP bars in comparison to steel rebars, and the

debonding of the outer deformation of this particular bar used in this study.

3.) For the under-reinforced slabs, designed to fail by rupture of the

reinforcements, the GFRP bars did not reach the ultimate strain based on pure tension

tests of the bars. This behaviour could be attributed to the localized failure of the fibres

at the crack, due to the sudden transfer of tensile forces from the concrete to the GFRP

bars at the crack. Increasing the diameter of the GFRP bars could also magnify the

effect of the interlaminate shear lag phenomenon and consequently reduce the ultimate

tensile stress of the GFRP bar. These two factors lead to the development of the general

strength equation proposed to estimate the capacity of GFRP bars for flexural
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behaviour. The behaviour suggests the use of a minimum reinforcement ratio for GFRP

bars for concrete members subìected to flexural conditions.

4.) Heavily reinforced slabs with GFRP reinforcements could fail by shear of

the GFRP reinforcements at a crack within the maximum shear-flexural zone. The

measured dowel strengths of the GFRP bars is estimated to be 7 .5o/o to 13.\Yo that of

the ultimate tensile streneth.

5.) The shear capacities provided by all of the current code equations

signifrcantly over-estimated the shear capacity of the slabs reinforced by GFRP bars. It

is proposed to modify the current code equations for shear by the ratio of the elastic

modulii of GFRP and steel, ErÆ..

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

In order to achieve a full understandins of the flexural behaviour of concrete

slabs reinforced by GFRP bars, research should be continued in the future to include the

following areas:

1.) Tensions tests on all the available diameters, as well as, small flexural

tests should be completed in order to obtain the design factors needed in the proposed

general strength equation.
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2.) Further tests should be conducted which vary the percentage of

reinforcement and result in an adequate amount of data to determine the minimum

percentage of GFRP reinforcement.

3.) One-way concrete slabs reinforced by GFRP bars should be subjected to

cyclic loading in order to obtain fatigue strength results.

4.) Due to the extensive use of one-way concrete slabs as bridge decks,

punching shear testing should be pursued, in order to quantifu the punching shear

resistance of GFRP reinforced one-wav concrete slabs.

5.) GFRP has a history of creeping, therefore, long term loading conditions

of one-way concrete slabs reinforced by GFRP bars should be investigated. This should

include tests on the effect of water intrusion and the alkali attack on the GFRP bars.

6.) Further testing on over-reinforced concrete slabs using GFRP

reinforcements should be conducted, in order to modify further the current design codes

for GFRP reinforced concrete members with respect to the concrete shear capacities.

7.) Since the dowel strengths of GFRP bars becomes the main component in

resistins the shear loads. tests in concrete beams and slabs should be conducted.
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